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The role of the architect in the European building tradition
Introduction to the topic
Architecture is a wide spread professional and practical phenomenon that has not only
existed for a very long time, but also a major part of prehistory. Architecture is also a
profession that provides the society with its vivid knowledge in that field, creating
something functional, aesthetical and allows the architect to play with elements like
light, texture, shape size and space.
Architecture gives the architect an opportunity to manipulate with design, function and
even construction elements. Today’s architecture is very far from the intended target;
very broad in its field and today it’s possible to design almost anything possible.
Yet architecture should be something worthy, something that will be remembered for a
long time, like the pyramids of Giza, the temples in Greece or the cathedrals and towers
in Italy. Why not the stave churches in Scandinavia or the Islamic mosques in
Jerusalem?
These are only late objects that were built by not only by talented and strong architects
but also by painters like Leonardo Da Vinci or the Spanish expressionist Antonio Gaudi.
If we look back on the early but the first architectural constructions like in
Mesopotamia and in Babylonia. They were the ones that started this all, they created
these buildings, objects that are still today unexplainable to the fullest.
How did they built them, the measuring and were there any complications that
occurred, like humidity in the forests in Mayan culture? Architecture in the world has
become something very significant for everybody now days, not just for the
inhabitants in that specific place but also for tourists, the city, and country and even for
personal reasons.
In ancient Greek large powerful and priceless temples and statues were built for the
Gods, like Zeus, Hera, Athena that fortunately still today some are present.
In Egypt indescribable beauty is shown in the ridiculously valuable pyramids, built for
the great kings, or also known as pharaohs, who ruled at that time. Why did the
pharaoh’s have so much power over the construction and how did that reflect and
influence architecture in ancient Egypt? Today kings, presidents and important
personalities have the power to build something amazing like the temple of Parthenon or
the Statue of Athena, but also common people like you and me. Today in the world you
have the liberty and the power to create basically anything, as long as it makes sense
and should be legal of course.
So as a student of architecture I wanted to know and learn more about what the
architects thought and how they succeeded to create and built magnificent objects, that
even today stand proudly for the world to be seen.
What did the architects think at that time? What were their goals and did they achieve
them? Who did they work with, whom did they share their ideas with? Who knew about
the constructions before being built? Did they leave any documentation behind, or was
knowledge buried into the ground together with some remains of the objects? Then
moreover what about the clients, whom at that time only kings, pharaohs, gods and
rules that, had that power?
What was their idea of a perfect construction? Who is actually responsible for these
extraordinary and unequally manmade structures that made world architecture even
today so inspirational?
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In order to understand architecture we have to start from scratch, literally, from the basics
of architecture.
Architecture is so much more than what we witness today, it is about the first samples of
materials, first shapes and forms and most important the first architects who managed to
inspire so many future architects to create buildings and objects reflecting on the
generations of architecture. To really understand architecture we have to travel back in
time to where everything began like Ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt and Greek and Roman.
The first styles of architecture were the reason why architecture today is the way it is,
amazing and inspiring to us all not only as students of architecture but also lovers of
shapes, materials, light, texture and building key elements.
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2 Antique Times
2.1 Mesopotamian Architecture
The name Mesopotamia derives from the Greeks, which names as the land ‘between the
rivers’ more specifically the rivers Tigris and Euphrates. Mesopotamia emerged around
year 3500 BC located on the Middle Eastern lands of present Iraq and Iran. Here began
the road to Mesopotamian temples, architecture that reached a climax in the giant
ziggurats and palatial temples of Sumer, Babylon and Assyria. Here the gods were
believed to own the city so that it was essential to protect and house them with the most
strength and security. The Mesopotamians were the earliest literate civilization that very
quickly and for a long time kept developing independent urban communities or citystates. Many different cultures and populations emerged in Mesopotamia like the
Sumerians and the Acadians, which made Mesopotamia, grow and develop in partly good
and bad ways. In Mesopotamia the architects were not that much appreciated for their
work, because at this period of time the architecture itself was more focused on the
people and the villages. Perhaps there wasn’t such thing as an architect so early in
architecture history; maybe nobody had the courage to call him or her the creator of a
building. The constructions in early Mesopotamia depended also on the people and what
they wanted to create and built in their surroundings. The people mostly deicide how the
village or their towns should look and what should be built. In every family where was a
personal architect who decided for the whole family perhaps also for the whole village.
They were very skilled in construction work, and managing the different problems they
could have come across with the desert areas of Mesopotamia which could have been a
major problem, but since still today a large number of constructions still are well
preserved and surviving this shows that somehow they managed to get through all the
difficulties they could have had. Due to this fact the architectural materials that the people
of Mesopotamia used were common mud-bricks, sun baked brick and then later on even
wood shows that these arterials were required for because of these environmental
conditions like the desert in this case Mud-brick temples, which were the most common
ones retains echoes of earlier reed construction, a building type that exists even today.
The Sumerian buildings were built and executed in sun-baked brick, a material that was
very easy to work with and maintain. They usually also shaped the mud sometimes even
into different details or only for common walls and other boundary elements. The mud
bricks weren’t very resistant to humidity, and so for that the Sumerian architecture is
only known from foundations and lower section walls. They used lightweight wood, or
reeds for the roofs, which they built closely and dense so that there wouldn’t be a lot of
air or interior space in between. Nonetheless in Sumerian and late Mesopotamian
architecture, some important buildings were more durable and constructively stronger
because o the addition to weather-resistant casings for the brick.
A good example of common sun brick material building was the so-called White
Temple,in Uruk built in ca. 3500-3000 BC. The White Temple was an earlier building on
12 meters, which was covered and provided by a protective coat of whitewash over the
sun-dried brick that they always used, which was laid in panels between sloping
buttresses. They got their name from the cities that they had established before
immigrating to Mesopotamia; Sippar and Akkad. The difference between Sumerian and
Acadian people was that the Acadians had a king-warrior ruler which governed their city
with a fierceness never seen before although the Sumerian culture was integrated and
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adopted by the Acadians. A very common and known building construction in
Mesopotamia and through the different Mesopotamian cultures is the ziggurat. Ziggurats
were step platforms designed to elevate the temples to the gods, mainly they would
represent the mountains where the Sumerians came from. They were constructed by sundried brick bounded wit bitumen, reed matting, or ropes and then covered with a weather
resistant exterior later of kiln-fired brick they usually built the ziggurats as high as
possible to make the gods feel at home in the lowland of the river valley, which also
shows the will and desire to protect the scared precinct from flood. Mesopotamian
architects in general had a big influence on the building sand the construction, but they
were never documented that they planned or designed anything. The rulers and the kings
of their empires wanted to have that big role as the constructer, designer or the creator of
the buildings and objects they built. From about 1800 to 1600 BC the city state Babylon
in the Mesopotamian region ruled kind Hammurabi, who restored the Acadian tradition
of a central government leading diverse city states.

Fig 2 View of the ziggurat at Uruk approx. 3500-3000 BC

Fig 1 Plan of the White Temple in Uruk approx. 3500-3000BC

Babylon did not just only develop and grow as a major city, but was also ruled by a king
Marduk who was considered to be the king of the gods. The Hittites, an Indo-European
people from Anatolia overran the first dynasty of Babylon after bringing down the citystates of Mesopotamia. They ruled northern Mesopotamia and Syria from their homeland
capital Hattusas. They built a plan of the Hattite Empire that covered ca. 1 214 000 m2 of
land, enclosed in a 6, 4 km stone-based fortification wall. They used corbelled vaults
were used for gates ion the town wall, and two of these gates were flanked by sculptures
of lions of sphinxes. There was also a separately fortified palace complex that included
audience halls, a library, archives and granaries. While the Hittites were ruling much of the
west from their capital at Hattusas, the Kassites (are a Near-Eastern mountain tribe) and
Mitanni (was a Hurrian kingdom in Mesopotamia) dominated the traditional southeastern
center around Babylon1.
1

Capital of Hattusas now present day Bogazkoy in Turkey- A World History of Architecture- Miriam Moffett,
Michael Fazio, Lawrence Wodehouse. London: Lawrence King, 2003 page. 18
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Fig 3Plan of Hattusas, Turkey approx 1400-1200 BC

Fig 4 Remains of the Hattusas site in Turkey ca. 1400-1200 BC

In 612 BCE the Assyrians fell after first losing a lot of its empire, where later the
combined assaults of Babylonians, Scythians, Persians and Medes took over.
Mesopotamia was the Neo-Babylonian Empire in ca. 612-539 BC, under the ruler
Nebuchadnezzar II (604-562 BC). The Empire was architecturally known for its
rebuilding and enlargement of Babylon. Here it’s fair to say that this particular ruler
Nebuchadnezzar was the architect and the city planner of the city of Babylon. He had the
power and will to enlarge the city and to restore its buildings and facilities into a
developed city. He didn’t not only rebuilt the city in general but also built canals, temples
and reservoirs, which were needed to rebuilt the city and to make it functional to live in,
basically thought of the different needs of the people and the inhabitants. He thought
well about the city in general, and who could enter and who couldn’t.
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According to him to get the privilege to enter his city it could only be possible through
the Ishtar Gate, which was a fortified portal clad in blue glazed brick. The gates front
face is now located in the Berlin’s Pergamon Museum, which is an excellent example of
ancient Babylon. Different animals were modeled in shallow relief on the surface of the
brick, which were glazed separately and then assembled as the covering was laid in
horizontal courses. The blue glazed bricks provide both decorations and weather
resistance.

Fig 5 View of the Ishtar Gate, now well preserved in Berlin’s Pergamon museum

Mesopotamian architecture was pretty much the beginning of architecture although we
don’t posses any documentation of the buildings or the responsible architects and even
if there were any architects at all. What we know is that the kings had the power to built
temples and mountain high ziggurats dedicated to themselves or to other important
figures. They would have servants and physical builders that would execute the
construction for them but still they would keep the pride and glory to themselves. This is
a phenomenon that in time begins to change but all the way throughout the ancient Greek
architecture the architects are not glorifies with their exclusive work and dedication.
This maybe happened because the kings didn’t want the people to worship any other
man’s work before their king, so they kept the architects work in the shadows of their
knowledge.
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2 Antique Times
2.2 Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt was a civilization in Northeastern Africa focused along the middle to the
lower regions of the Nile River, reaching its greatest extent in the second millennium
BC, during the New Kingdom. It stretched from the Nile Delta in the north as far south as
Jebel Barkal at the Fourth Cataract of the Nile, in modern-day Sudan. When we think of
Egypt the first thing that comes to our minds are the extraordinary pyramids that even
today after 4600 years survived. That is not only what Egyptian architecture was about,
although the Egyptians were a civilization untouched by foreign influence. Egypt was
always an enclosed society, that wasn’t really affected by other cultures and traditions,
wither it was building culture or society matters. The Egyptians considered architecture
to be more of a symbolic matter than a practical function one. A phenomenon that to this
day has changed; architecture in the 21st century is becoming functional, practical and
sometimes even a decoration for the society. Due to the lack of originality of the
Egyptian builders and architects, roman emperors like Hadrian, Augustus and Trajan
put up other architects and artists greatest pieces of art or masterpieces in Egypt. In
Egypt the rulers or the kings were called Pharaohs, which derives from the word ‘pr-o’
meaning ‘great house’, which was always preferred to the gods since they considered
themselves as gods. For only a divine king was able to carry out the rituals that Egypt
preserved. According to the pharaohs, via the gods; they were the main source of
architectural inspiration that the architects had. The Egyptians strongly believed in the
afterlife, something that distinguishes the Egyptians culture from different ones. In
Egyptian religion they taught them that the life on earth was followed by an afterlife,
which was reunited with the physical manifestation to become a spirit.
The earliest form of tombs, that the Egyptians used to bury their bodies were called the
mastabas. Mastabas were mainly built from common people, workers, slaves, which
they rules, had power of.

Fig 6 Section of a mastaba in ancient Egypt
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Temples and palaces were not the most lasting religious structure in Egypt; it was the
mastabas, a block like structure with bricks or stone, located above the ground. They
contained a small room for offerings and another chamber for the body and the statue of
the deceased. Different jewelries, clothes and sometimes-even food would be added into
the graves of the pharaohs, and they believed would be useful for them in the afterlife.
In fact that these were probably only the pharaoh’s mastabas or funeral tombs would
mean that valuable things and tools would be placed next to the mummified body. Many
of the valuable things would be stolen from the tombs, things like jewelry and even
stone accessories from the tomb like marble and so. Different rituals were associated
inside their mastabas to ensure that their transformation life-death was successful.
Imhotep, whose name means, "the one that comes in peace”, is one of the world's most
famous and first ancient architects. It’s believed that Imhotep was born in Ankthtowe, a
suburb of Memphis in Egypt, but classical writers suggest that he was
from the village of Gebelein, in the south of ancient Thebes. Imhotep’s father might have
been an architect with the name Kanofer, and his mother could have been Khreduonkh,
who probably belonged to the province of Mendes. He is believed to have had a wife
named Ronfrenofert but none of this information is totally certain. What we do know
about Imhotep’s life is that his own name Imhotep existed as a mythological figure. The
minds of most scholars until the end of the nineteenth thought that the architects name
was only a myth, until the 19th century when he was established as a real historical
person. He was often recognized as the world’s first doctor, a god, a priest, a scribe,
sage, poet, astrologer and a chief minister, but above all the world’s first architect. The
architect during the Late Period his importance started to extent a lot and very soon he
became a local god at Memphis. It is also said that he was creating medicine from plants
that would treat diseases like appendicitis, gout and arthritis. There the first architect
was glorified for his skills as a physician and a healer, and Imhotep was so important that
even after his death he was worshipped as a god of healing. His tomb has never been
found, and it was probably located in Saqqara. Imhotep had a big influence of the
Egyptian architecture and still today is known for his vision of designing pyramids that
still today stand tall in Egypt. He was an architect that was worshipped as a god by
Egyptians because of his genius visions and did so design the first pyramid for the third
dynasty pharaoh Djoser’s (2630-2611 BC) on the funerary complex at Saqqara, outside
the capital city of Upper Egypt Memphis. Imhotep after designing the first step pyramid
was considered to be a master of stone construction since this was not just Egypt’s first
pyramid but also the first monumental construction in stone, a masterpiece that
survived for over 4600 years. Djoser decided to build an enormous monument to
symbolize the unity of the land and give all of Egypt’s citizens a sense of related
purpose. The project of Djosers funeral complex turned out to be a new type of
monument, a pyramid more precisely a step pyramid, which in the beginning wasn’t the
architect’s real intention. The architect wanted just to build a stone mastaba on the south
side with the proportions of 64 m2 and 8 meters high. From the beginning of the
construction till the end, the architect this time probably didn’t have a clear view of what
he wanted to construct, which led to a compromises of what the architect and the
pharaoh wanted.
We know that his intention was to build only a mastaba, but the construction kept on
growing into something completely different, a funeral complex. These were sunk to a
depth of 32 meters at which point equally long galleries were dug under the mastaba,
although these were intended for the burial of members of the royal family.
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Imhotep created a platform, which was used as the base of a step pyramid with four
stages each with 70 x 80 meters, and height of almost 40 meters. This was not even
close to the completion of the magnificent stone monument, and was then decided to
enlarge it till it reaches its final form, which was a pyramid of 6 stages rising on a
height of over 60 meters and a base with 125x 110 meters. At that time that was
without any doubts the largest structure in Egypt and probably even in the whole world.
The funeral complex is a very good example of an axial planning and construction of
architecture, painting and sculpture. It’s a rectangular plan of 35 acres, 60 meters high
and with only one small entrance door on the southeastern corner that leads into a
narrow colonnaded processional hall. It’s plain to see that very soon architects started to
become a part of the development in the field of architecture. In Egypt apparently the
pharaohs allowed architects like Imhotep to be recognized for his work, but why aren’t
there other architects known in ancient Egypt? It’s possible that Imhotep was a close
person to the pharaoh Djoser, and didn’t mind that he was recognized for the first
monumental construction in stone? It’s believed that Imhotep was one of the pharaoh’s
closest advisors, and perhaps the pharaoh wanted to make him known as an architect as
well. This was only the beginning of recognition of the upcoming architects in the
European tradition in architecture.

Fig 7 Plan of Djoser’s funerary complex in Saqqara, Egypt approx. 2630 BC

Fig 8 The Step
Pyramid, Saqqara Egypt approx. 2630
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The Pharaoh’s power in architecture
Another very important figure in architecture history is Queen Hatshepsut, a female
pharaoh who was born in the 15th century BC. She was the daughter of Toothsome I, and
had 2 brothers, who died early which gave her the unordinary position to gain the throne
upon the death of her father. It was very unusual in Egypt for a female to become a
pharaoh, especially when in the Egyptian dictionary there wasn’t a word for queen, only
pharaoh. With the help of an architect Snout, who supposedly was her lover, he built her
great temple at Dear-el-Bahrain ca. 1473-1458 BC.
The female pharaoh chose that precise location for the temple in a valley sacred to the
Theban Goddess of the West, but also because it was on a direct axis with the Karnak
temple of Amun on the east. She dedicated the temple complex as a mortuary chapel to
god Amun, since she was buried on the other side of the mountain behind the temple. It
was a tomb, which she had constructed for herself in the Valley of the Kings. The
architecture of the temple is a building never seen before in ancient Egyptian
architecture, with wide long ramps leading up to the three great terraces. There are some
relief carvings and wall paintings within the sanctuary spaces of the temple and in the
great hall depict Hatshepsut’s divine death as the child of Amun. Its architecture is not
only aesthetically constructed with the terraces and the columns but also an approach
towards nature and the landscape where the temple was built.

Fig 9 The mortuary temple of Hatshepsut approx. 1473-1458 BC
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Fig 10 The plan of mortuary temple of Hatshepsut

Fig 11 The mortuary temple of Hatshepsut

The mystery behind Hatshepsut’s life and her role as a female pharaoh is very broad.
Although she was a good ruler, king and leader for her country and people, it seems like
her successors did everything possible to erase her existence. Most of her sculptures,
wall inscriptions and even her burial site were desecrated. Why was that? Where the
people concerned that perhaps another female pharaoh would come along? Perhaps they
didn’t want to remember her as a pharaoh, and that’s why they erased everything that
could identify her as the pharaoh. Maybe the Egyptians weren’t prepared for another
female pharaoh, so they wanted to make sure she was the last one. Nobody really
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knows, but according to historians and Egyptologists she was a good queen, who died
peacefully. After the death of Hatshepsut it seemed like the temples and complexes that
were built to honor pharaohs and their gods increased major. After the 18th century these
buildings had even a bigger impact on the pharaohs and gods, they would renovate older
temples and create something more overwhelming or add new portions to the existing
buildings. Ramses II during his reign from 1290-1224 BC was the most outstanding
pharaoh in ancient Egypt, who was known as one of Egypt’s greatest warriors, and was
also the chief advisor and military officer of the last pharaoh of the 18 th dynasty.
Ramses II is known for constructing a number of big and famous monuments and temples
during his 67 years reign. The great temple at Abu Simbel he built the Great temple at
around year 1285-1255 BC, and was worshipped during Ramses’ II reign.
Unfortunately it was abandoned and very soon even the sands of the desert buried
the temple, which became completely forgotten by the people who lived in the
region. In 1813 a Swiss explored found one of the heads of Ramses II statues
rising out of the sand. It took four years before enough sand was removed and the
temple could be explored and documented2. Ramses II chose a site close to the
southern boundary of his domain to build a temple honoring himself and his queen
Nefertari. The whole temple has four colossal statues of Ramses II seated, with
dimensions of 19 meters high. Behind the sculptures of the four Ramses II, is the
temple proper, excavated into rock for a distance of 58 meters.
Ramses II tomb is located in the Valley of the Kings, but remains empty after years
of effort and hopes in returning the tomb. Even though the tomb is empty the
mummy of the great warrior has been found, along with many jewelries and gold.
Great amounts of effort are in progress with the hope of returning the tomb to a
somewhat presentable stage. Although the tomb remains empty, the mummy of the
Pharaoh has been found. Ramses’ II mummy is thought to be one of the best-preserved
mummies ever found. In his tomb there were many jewels and a lot of gold. So even
years after the first stone construction in Egypt, the pharaohs seem to have the power to
built anything in their will, which didn’t depend on the architect. Because of the lack of
documentation on the construction and who was responsible still most of the times the
architect’s work was not as appreciated as we would think and expect, after all it were
their designs that kept them ‘alive’ to this day. In ancient Egypt the pharaohs were in
charge of everything that occurred in their empire. They could decide if they wanted to
introduce a new architect to the world or not. They also could decide on how high, tall or
large they wanted their pyramids to be, and that’s exactly what they did.
They managed to construct extraordinary masterpieces in architecture with probably the
help of great architects that never were recognized. It’s truly a shame that great
architects didn’t document their success and maybe even their secrets on how the
pyramids still today survived or how they even built it. Unfortunately still today it’s not
for sure how they were built, and who knows maybe in the future technology will
discover the true construction methods on the pyramids, or even better finding the real
documentations on the structure.

2

www.kingtutshop.com/freeinfo/ramses.html
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The Giza Trio Pyramids
Sneferu during 2575-2551 BC was the pharaoh of the fourth dynasty, who had a big
impact and influence on what Egyptian architecture is today, because of his three
descendants of the fourth dynasty pharaohs; Khufu, Khafre and Menkaure or (Cheops,
Chephren and Mycerinus) in Greek translation. The great Giza group pyramids that were
built in 2500 BC for the three rulers, still today are considered to be one of the Seven
Wonders of the World. The first son Khufu (2551-2528) built the largest pyramid in the
world which covers an area of 492 000 m2 and 146 meters high, with sides 239 meters
long, and is still one of the largest structures built by man. With approx. 2.5 million
stones, most of the stone construction is from limestone, although inside the pyramid the
pharaoh’s chamber is built from granite3.

Fig 12 The Giza Trio pyramids

Fig 13 The Giza Trio pyramids; Cheop’s, Chephren’s and Mycerinus

3

http://pyramidsofegypt.tripod.com/id9.html
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His pyramid was not completely solid as a construction, but three burial chambers were
built within it, one excavated out of foundation bedrock and the other two constructed
were erected. The lowest chamber in Khus pyramid was almost finished, and represents
the underworld. The middle chamber in Khufus pyramid is called the Queens chamber
and contains an over-life sized statue of Khafre. The king’s chamber has a pair of small
shafts angles upwards through the mass of the pyramid that might have been some kind
of ventilation device.

Fig 14 Plan of the pyramids at Giza, Egypt approx. 2550-2460 BC

The exterior of the pyramid was originally covered with fine polished limestone, and this
‘ramp to heaven’ as they called it, should represent the dead monarchs rise after dead.
The group pyramids still today are a big mystery, and even with years of study there are
no basic and clear documentations on how they were constructed. The Egyptians were
not primitive; they were very intelligent and knew how to work with the tools they had
and had knowledge of. What materials were used to carry the heavy stones that
weighted up to several hundreds of tons, what instruments were used to pull the stones
and so on? Even though the people of Egypt didn’t have stronger metals than copper,
and didn’t have any use of the wheel for the transportation, their skills in measurements
were outstanding. For example the measurements of the greatest pyramid of them all,
Khufus (Cheops) pyramid deviates only 5.5 minutes of arc from the true north. Its
summit is only one foot off the center of the base and there is only and 20.32 cm error in
the length of one side of the base4. There are different theories on how the pyramids
were actually built, and some theories are even connected with theology. Some believe
what they want to believe although there are not any clear facts only theoretical theories
which different scientist, archaeologist and historians believe. According to some
theories the Egyptians built an enormous ramp, where they would use wooden sledges to
4

http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0708/0708.3632.pdf
A World History of Architecture- Miriam Moffett, Michael Fazio, Lawrence Wodehouse. London: Lawrence King,
2003 page. .26,27
4
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carry the heavy limestones to the pyramid. If each stone weight 2.5 ton, and if there
were 2.5 million stones, just imagine the weight of the pyramid, it’s outrageous. It’s
clearly obvious that the workers had some kind of passion for the building, they never
stopped working and even if they would they couldn’t because of the pharaohs orders.
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Theories and thoughts
There are different thoughts of how long it took to build Khufus great pyramid,
although nobody knows for sure. Some claim that it took 20 years to build the pyramid
as some archaeologist say would mean that each stone was placed in the
right place every 3.5-minute for 24/7, which would require a technology that we
don’t even have today. That was not the only problem on how they placed the huge
stones on top of each other forming a pyramid, but the real question is how they
brought the stones from the quarries to the actual construction site. Where they
really moved on huge sledges, or pulled across a bed of rolling logs? Even if the
stones were actually rolled on the bed logs with ropes, the heavy stones would
probably break the logs after a very short distance. If the stones where really pulled on
beds of rolling logs, and those were the palm logs which were the only tree that could be
found in Egypt, would they really cut the trees off if they are the main resource of food?
As for the transportation of the logs, that could be possible but if they would not cut
down the palm trees, and instead import all the 25 million trees then that would be very
expensive for Egypt but since it was for the pharaoh’s funeral complex then I guess
anything is possible. So basically nobody really knows how they got the rolling beds of
logs, of they really had logs, if they imported it or if nothing is really true. The
enormous stones that came from the far distance were barged down to the river and then
send on to the actual construction site. Ones on site the stones were pulled up ramps and
then literally thousands of workers kept on working to create something so beautiful and
breathtaking. If the scientologist and the archeologist are right and if the ramp theory is
correct that would mean that while the ramp was built, raising in slope as the pyramid
increased in height then it would have been more hard work and effort to build the ramp
than the whole pyramid itself. There would have been approx 6 billion pound of
construction garbage, the remaining of the ramp to get rid of5. But where is it and why
hasn’t it been found? Not one single document is exists on the real construction method
of the pyramid.
The Egyptians documented everything about their culture and life on the walls in form of
inscriptions, pictorial or written history over 3000 years. They left us traces of
everything from birth to death, from their traditional haunting, scarifying, embalming,
harvesting, building, surviving, and the wars, which they fought against, except for the
pyramids. Nothing is in scripted about the pyramids, not one single drawing, text of
figure nothing. Why is that? Did they want to keep the construction method a secret?
Did they perhaps not know for themselves? Did they pharaoh order them not to reveal
anything about the pyramid, or did they think that the building itself wasn’t of that much
importance since at that time they were more focused on the funeral for the pharaoh? Or
was the importance of the pyramid so much more significant than just a tomb for the
pharaoh that it had to be as discrete as possible.

5 60 Minutes (Australia) Presents: Secret Of The Pyramids Reporter: Tara Brown, Archeologist: John Romer
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDLjd2CZYt8&feature=related)
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Maybe it was even built for some other purpose, who knows? Associated with the
pyramids wither they were burial pyramids or the king’s great accessories there were
also different temples that today are mainly only ruins. Some of the temples were
located very close to the river Nile, on the lower part of the valley. It is believed that the
valley temples may have been the place where the mummification took place, although
that is not entirely clear. A causeway connected to the river temple to the upper temple
at the base of the pyramid itself, where supposedly the corpse would receive a final
ritual cleansing prior to the entombment. The second most famous pyramid in Giza Egypt
is the pyramid of Khafre (Chephren), who reigned in 2520-2494 BC. He was the son of
Khufu (Cheops) and his pyramids was only slightly smaller in size, with a 214.88 m2 at
the base and rises to an angle of 53 degrees and an ultimate elevation of 143.5 meters
high In many different images like postcards, photographs from magazines or anything
similar to that, it may sometimes appear that Khafres pyramid is larger than Khufus
pyramid. This happens because Khafres pyramid stands on a higher ground than Khufu’s
pyramid, that’s why it may look larger or higher. The smooth milestones distinguish its
construction and on the inside there is one single tomb chamber in the center of the
pyramid at the base level. The smallest of the Giza pyramids belongs to Menkaure's
(Mycerinus) a son of Khafre (Chephren) who reigned in 2490-2472 BC. His pyramid
contained less than one tenth of the amount of stone used in Khufus pyramid .It was
constructed with very less care than the other two, and was not finished before Menakure
died. The dimensions of the pyramid are 104.5 meters at the base, a slope of 51
degrees and 69.5 meters high. The difference between the two other pyramids is that
Menakaure's successor, Shepseskaf the last pharaoh in the Fourth Dynasty decided that
the pyramid should not be a burial pyramid. Even though many pyramids continued its
building for the pharaohs as burial accessories, their shape size and importance could
never compete nor be compared to the Giza group pyramids6

6

60 Minutes (Australia) Presents: Secret Of The Pyramids Reporter: Tara Brown, Archeologist: John Romer
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvMJB_oeDeY&feature=related)
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2 Antique Times
2.3 Ancient Greek architecture
Ancient Greek culture is a broad civilization, which was, recognizes during the second
millennium in the Aegean area. The Aegean Sea is bounded by the peninsula of Greece on
the west, the mountains of Macedonia on the north, and on the east the coast of
Anatolia. The island of Crete is located in the south part of the Aegean Sea, which was
very much influenced, by the Mesopotamian and the Egyptian culture. They worshipped
objects and different symbols that were important and sacred to them. There were two
important civilizations distinguished in the Aegean area during the second Millennium; it
was the Minoans and the Mycenaean.
The Minoans
The Minoans were mainly located on the island of Crete, during the Bronze Age from
ca. 3000- 1100 BC. The Minoans started building palaces around 1900 BC which
function was cultural, religious, administrative, and commercial. Palaces were one of the
most common and famous constructions that the Minoans first started to
build, which served as a social function. The palaces provided everything from big
storage rooms, where they would keep their pottery jars with oil, olives and wine.
Large forums were another important function that the Minoan palaces provide, that
was used for celebrations and gatherings, different workshops like the textile ones. The
ancient Greeks were pretty advanced when it came to mechanical
systems like the drainage systems, which provided fresh clean water. The Minoan
palaces were usually multi-stored structures with long and high staircases, massive
columns and outdoor gathering spaces. The Greeks used mostly rough stone and
ceramic bricks as their primary material for the constructions but also mortar in the
interior walls. These were the first Greek people that started develop the cities into
greater habitations and were very focused on pleasing their needs when it came to
architecture. They realized that this particular palace would serve both the people and the
royalties living there, which made it very functional as a building. Very soon a king with
the name Minos took over the city of Knossos which was the capital of the island Crete.
This gave the king power to build his city even larger and extend all its functional
characteristics. King Minos obtained the throne of Crete by the aid of the Greek god
Poseidon. He controlled the city of Crete, and also took over some island around the
Aegean Sea, including colonizing them. He was the son of Zeus, the father of the gods,
and princess Europa. The king married Pasiphae, and he had three children; Androgeus,
Ariadne, Deucalion and Phaedra. One of the most famous stories about King Minos is
when he refused to sacrifice a certain bull. The god Poseidon punished him by making his
wife Pasiphae fall in love with the bull, and became pregnant. She then gave birth to a
creature which was half man half animal; the Minotaur7. King Minos built his palace in
Knossos, one of the most famous palaces that remained after a few deconstructions during
the past millenniums. It’s the same palace where according to the myths that’s where he
kept the Minotaur. The palace was a four storied building, which covered more an area
of 12 000 - 16 000. In the original palace, 300 people would live there; the Royal family
7

Pasiphae, The Queen of Minoan Crete, (http://www.fjkluth.com/pasiphae.html)
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of Knossos and their servants, with a total of 1400 rooms. The palace contains a big
staircase with great columns, terraces, verandahs, light wells and asymmetrical arranged
rooms.
The different rooms had also different function in the palace; some were used as storage
rooms for oil, olives and wine. Other rooms were used for gathering or ceremonial
purposes, even some ritual ones. The halls in the palace were linked with each other and
to the other functions of the palace through long corridors and hallways. The legends of
King Minos are very interesting, but they are also only myths, but somehow they are
connected to the idea of the construction itself. The structure had a big storage room,
which according to the myth says that the great creature lived there; the Minotaur.

Fig 15 View of the north entrance at the palace, Knossos approx. 1700-1380 BC

According to the Greek mythology there was an architect who was responsible for the
plan of the palace. His name was Dedalos, and he created one of the most complicated
plans in ancient Greek architecture. The mythology says that King Minos kept the
architect prisoner so that he wouldn’t reveal the complicated plan to anyone. Here we
have the same issue with the Egyptians, or maybe not. According to Greek history the
King kept the architect prisoner to avoid revealing the complex and complicated building
plan. The king didn’t want anybody to know how the architect designed and finished the
brilliant palace plans, because he didn’t want other kings or random people to have the
same palace like he had, he wanted to be the only one possessing a construction of that
kind. On the long run it’s pretty understandable that he wanted to keep his construction a
secret in others eyes, but that doesn’t mean that he has to keep the architect prisoner. He
could have made some compromises, or an agreement but obviously the king was too
stubborn and probably even too hard to convince that the architect would not give away
his construction methods. This was a chance that King Minos was not willing to risk, so
his decision and choice was pretty clear to him.
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Fig 16 Plan of the palace of King Minos, Knossos approx. 1700-1380 BC

The Mycenaean
The other Greek civilization that was recognized in the Aegean area, more specifically
on several sites n the mainland’s of Greece where the Mycenaean. The name Mycenaean
comes from the name Mycenae which was a very large citadel in a trading society that
was ruled and led by warrior-kings. They Mycenaean’s ruled the Aegean world during
the last centuries of the Bronze Age from 1400-1200 BC, and were the first speakers of
the Greek language. Around the middle of the
fourteenth century, the Mycenaean conquered cities like Knossos and the rest of the
island of Crete. The city of Mycenae is located on a high ground surrounded and
protected by mountains on the north and south part. Walls that are 5-8 meters thick
surround it and up to 12 meters high, which gave the later Greeks, reason to believe that
giants built the city walls, called Cyclopes8. The entrance to the city of Mycenae was
through the Lion Gate, a narrow entrance gate that was purposely built in that way to
prevent unexpected attacks from enemies. The Lion Gate was not only helpful for the
defenders of the city, but has an aesthetic appearance to it as well. The Lion Gate
consists of single upright stones, which support a 14-ton lintel across the opening. Above
the opening is a corbelled arch, and a triangular stone with relief sculpture of two lions
fills the space of the arch with their forehead on an altar bearing a column of the tree cult.
The Lions represent power and strength, similar to the culture that the ancient Egyptians
had. The heads of the lions are today missing, and there are no other entrances or other
8

A History of Western Architecture David Watkin. 4th ed. London: Lawrence King, 2005. page. 20,21
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gates built to enter the city. After entering the Lion Gate, there is a chariot ramp, and a
two-flight staircase, which leads up to the palace. The palace contained a small guest
room and an open courtyard leading to the megaron; a rectangular space, without
openings and an entrance in the center). The megaron in Mycenae is the largest room in
the palace about 12 meters. Inside this megaron, four columns support the roof, and there
are frescos of warriors, chariots and horses on the walls.

Fig 17 The Lion Gate, Mycenae approx. 1300

Fig 18 The Treasury of Atreus ca 1330 BC

The palace was surrounded by smaller settlements, probably for the closest family
members. The best-preserved tomb chamber is located outside the citadel of Mycenae;
the Treasury of Atreus ca. 1330 BC. It is presumably built as a resting place for the king
who was responsible for the enlargement and the last remodeling of the citadel and
palace. It’s a corbelled stone chamber, with a circular base plan, with 14.6 meters in
diameter. The chamber is covered by earthen mound (except for the entrance which is
out of stone), which adds stability to the dry masonry.
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The Greek architects during the Greek Periods
During the Greek periods architects had the chance to show the world what they
got because of the population movement that was current. The Dark Age was a
period in Greece where the cities and the population of Greece began to exceed
the islands limited agricultural possibilities. The population started to look further for the
possibilities of new farmland and also for new metal ores, which would be a
trading opportunity. The city-states began a program for c colonization creating and
establishing new towns around Easter Mediterranean, in Asia Minor, Sicily, south Italy
and North Africa. These colonial settlements were laid out in order, mainly around the
market and city centers in rectangular blocks. By about 1100 BC the Bronze Age culture
was ruined, its treasure was looted, its palaces burnt and the whole movement of the
population had begun.
Now architecture had become so much more than only building objects and buildings, it
was about the city and the needs of the people. Plan grids for town planning and city
planning was something new, because of the lack of knowledge since many lands were
colonies the Greeks wanted to extend their lands further. So they started building up
their towns and cities, filling them with objects of their own, which would later
resemblance a town. During the Archaic period ca. 600 - 500 BC, Greek architects
started to built the latest building structure; the temples. The temples originally where
the homes of the gods, and were built based on the houses the Greeks build and lived for
themselves. The earliest temples were very simple, with one room structure and were
built to be accommodating for a statue on the deity. The walls of the first temples were
from mud-brick, the roof from hatch and the columns mainly from timber. The common
materials of ancient Greek architecture were mainly wood that they used for supports
and roof beams, unbaked brick for the walls. Limestone and marble were used for the
columns, walls, and upper portions of temples and public buildings. Bronze was used for
decorative details, especially on the interior of the temples dedicated to the gods. In the
8th century BC different temples were constructed. Another temple in the Archaic Period
is the temple of Hera at Olympia ca. 600 - 540 BC, which has the same original building
construction idea, but in a bigger scale.

Fig 19 The temple of Hera, Olympia appro.600-540 BC
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It was built in a combination of lime stone masonry, sun-dried brick and timber columns.
The original wooden columns were later on replaced with stone columns, probably to
provide better support for the roof tiles that were heavier than the thatch roofs used in
the first temples. Stone columns are still today a characteristic of the Greek temples, but
the Greeks also developed a stylized treatment for the columns, capitals and the other
support members; the entablature. These were the types of columns and capitals of the
temples, which made the appearance of the temples even more aesthetic. The roman
architect Vitruvius in the first century BC classified and named three types of
entablatures. According to Vitruvius the Doric entablatures had the proportions of a
man. The second order the Ionic one; the proportions of a woman and the Corinthian
which proportions were quite slender then the two previous ones, the proportions of a
young maiden. The Doric originated on the mainland’s of Greece, the Ionic developed on
the islands of the Aegean and east of Asia Minor, where as the Corinthian appeared
much later. Each style has its own beauty and order, but also the combination of
elements. The Doric style doesn’t have a base, so it has the simplest capital atop the
fluted shaft of the column. Its entablature consists of a plan architrave, and metopes and
triglyphs in the frieze, which is crowned with a cornice. The Ionic order has a base
supporting the column shaft and a capital with volutes scrolls. There are two regional
variations of the Ionic; along the coast of Asia Minor, the frieze is usually treated as
three stepped benders of masonry, while in the mainland of Greece the frieze often a
feature continues sculptures relief.

Fig 20 The Doric order as found of the Parthenon (left), Athens and right the Ionic order as found on the Erechtheion

During the Classical Period architecture in ancient Greece was more improved and
developed. Architects like Callicrates, Ictinus, Mnesicles and Phidias, made a great
contribution to the Greek architecture that still today are distinguished. Famous
sculptures, philosophers and mural painters united with the architecture to create what
today we call the classical period in Greece. The classical period begins in 480 - 400 BC,
when the Persian Empire attacked Greek cities, and cities around the Mediterranean.
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The war continued for several years, and in ca. 454 BC the Athenians were united with
the Ionian cities (Asia Minor) to form the Delian League. This league would prevent
further incursions by the Persians that continuously attacked Athens. The League
treasury had been transferred from Delos to Athens, and there a considerable amount of
money was spend on built; the Athenian Acropolis.

Fig 21 Plan of the Acropolis, Athens approx. 479 BC

Fig 22 The Acropolis, Athens approx. 479 BC
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The city of Athens had faced enormous damages and demolition, so building the
Athenian Acropolis was a big step in improving the city and the status of Athens. The
Athenian Acropolis had been and was a military, political and religious sanctuary since
Mycenaean times. Athens at this point in history was the richest city of all the Greek
states, culturally, politically and militarily. The responsible person for this success in
Athens was the political and military leader Perides, who rules in Athens from ca. 450 429 BC. he was a man who wanted to improve Athens into a better city than it was, he
wanted to make every other city and city state envy the ancient Athens. The classical
period in ancient Greek architecture distinguish three most important buildings that
identify this period; the Parthenon, the Propylaea and the Erechtheion.
The Greek political ruler Perikles rebuilt the Parthenon after the Persians destroyed it in
447 BC. The temple is a dedication to the goddess Athena, which is without any, doubts
one of the most famous ancient buildings in the world. Two well-known architects;
Callicrates and Ictinus built the temple under the supervision of the sculptor Phidias.

Fig 23 View of the Parthenon, Athens

Fig 24 View of the Parthenon, Athens
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The two famous architects had a big impact on the development of architecture. They
built the famous Parthenon, which still today is considered to be a symbolic icon for the
country of Greece. The Parthenon is a perfect example of the Doric order, and with its
rectangular base it measures to be 30.7 meters wide and 69 meters long. It’s built out of
the finest stone marble, from Mount Pentelicus, and is surrounded by 46 great columns
and tile roof. There is a back room in the temple called the optisthadomos, which was the
actual room where the Delian League housed them. The optisthadomos has Ionic
columns supporting the roof, so the Parthenon is not only a good example of the Doric
style but also a good example of the combination of Doric and Ionic. Since there are two
combinations of the orders, and the sculpturing was so delicate, it’s pretty obvious that
the Parthenon represents the typical Greek temple, which even today is considered a
masterpiece. This masterpiece also represents the power of simplicity and beauty. The
architects sculptured figures both on the outside and on the inside of the Parthenon. The
two end pediments were filled with over-life sized figures which would represent the
birth of Athena witnessed by the Gods to the east, and to the west the contest between
Athena and Poseidon for the control over Athens. The metope on the Parthenon contains
relief sculptures showing the different struggles between the Greeks and Amazons, the
Greeks and Trojans, gods and giants and lapiths and centaurs. The cella of the Parthenon
was one of the biggest interiors ever built in the classical period in Greece. Its function
was mainly to accommodate a fitting setting for the enormous cult statue. Different
theories claim that the cella was not roofed at all and that it was opened to the sky.
Although the Parthenon was built on a sloped ground it’s built in that precise location
that when the goddess Athena would have her birthday the sun would penetrate the cella
interior in the morning to shine on the great chryselephantine statue. The statue of
Athena was made out of ivory and gold and ca. 11 meters high.
During the years the Parthenon was functionally abused by different civilizations in
Greece. First the Christians turned it in to a Christian church, and then the Turks turned it
into a mosque after they occupied Greece. In 1687 the Parthenon was used as a storage
room for munitions, where the Venetians bombed it as they attacked the Turks. There
have been major damages, and deconstructions of the temple, and still today due to the
industrial air pollution from the Greek capital it’s a big threat to the survival of the
Parthenon. Elements like sulfur dioxides combined with water vapors which form
sulfuric acid is dissolving the marble on the Parthenon and every ancient building in
Greece. Callicrates was one of the collaborating architects that designed the Parthenon
in Athens, but he was also very famous for getting the commission to construct a temple
to Athena Nike on the Athenian acropolis. The temple of Athena Nike (goddess of
Victory) was constructed in about 420-424 BC on the acropolis and is the earliest ionic
building. Callicrates began the construction in 427 BC and it was completed in 424 BC,
and stands on the remains of a Mycenaean fortification of Cyclopean masonry, and built
on the bastion of the southwestern corner of the Acropolis. His idea of the design was to
built the temple in the same marble stone that he and Ictinos used in the Parthenon; the
pentelic marble9. The temple in general is quite small in size about 7 meters high, 8.2
meters long and 5.6 meters wide. The ionic columns are about 4meters high and both the
front and the back façade have a four-column portico. The porticos and the long walls of
the cella support the Ionic triple architrave. The cella in the temple has simple walls
9

The pentelic marble is a material used in the Parthenon temple, which was also used in the temple of Athena
Nike.
http://www.alibaba.com/catalog/10914909/Pentelic_Marble.html
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except for the east wall where two rectangular pillars stand between the antae (pilaster
strips). In ca. 410 BC the famous carved parapet was constructed around the temple and
the entire area is even sometimes referred to as the Nike Parapet.

Fig 25 View of the temple of Athena Nike, Athens approx. 425 BC

Another important Greek architect was Mnesicles, who was presumably a prominent
architect in Greece, didn’t have a record of other buildings he might have built except for
the Propylaea. The Propylaea (means fore-gate) was built in 437 BC, and was the second
building that the political ruler Pericles commissioned to build. It’s the building on the
west of the entrance to Acropolis and was as well was built out of marble, expensive
marble which was one of the most expensive buildings at that time. It was never finished
because of the Peloponnesian war, which occurred in 432 BC. The architects achieved to
plan and place a symmetrical building on a steeped and sloped site. He used the same
order as the architects of the Parthenon Ictinus and Callicrates, a Doric portico in the
entrance of the building. The portico led to a columnar passageway out of ionic columns,
which supported the rich marble ceiling. At the end of the passageway there is a great
entrance wall with its central doorway for wheeled traffic, flanked by two doorways on
each side for pedestrians. On the north side of the building is a room (megaron) which
may had the function of a ritual dining, on the south was a porch preceding the
freestanding temple of Athena Nike. The western end of the building has a false north
front, which means that there is nothing behind the last pillar of the colonnade of the tree
columns in antis. The whole building manages to create a harmonic environment with
different levels and even though it has a complex plan it shows the simplicity between
the various parts.
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Fig 26 View of the Propylaea approx. 437 BC, Athens

Across from the northern side of the Parthenon, stands the building of Erechtheion built
in ca. 421 BC and was completed in 407 BC. It has the most complex form on acropolis,
and was designed by an unknown architect. The building of Erechtheion was built on two
levels, because of the uneven site. In difference to the Parthenon and Propylaea this
temples most suitable order was the Ionic. The eastern portico with the ionic wooden
image of the goddess was housed there and on the north porch only 3 meters lowers
gave access to Poseidon’s shrine. The most amazing thing and the unusual detail about
this temple is the Porch of Maidens. Six Caryatid maidens, that pose gracefully with one
knee bended slightly and their drapery revealing the form of their knee beneath support
the roof of the porch facing Parthenon.Caryatids are statues that are used for decoration
but also as static support elements. The fact that the unknowns architect used Caryatid
maidens as columns and not Caryae men instead may have been a bad thing in Greece at
that time, because the ancient Greeks claim that women are no better than slaves, when
it comes to legal and political rights, but having the maidens posing as columns with
their drapery revealing body parts was acceptable. This was an unjustified issue at that
time, but this might have given the later Greeks inspiration on the Corinthian order,
which according to Vitruvius has the proportions of a young maiden10. During the
Hellenistic period familiar was now the Doric order, the Ionic order, and later on they
created a different style which I mentioned before; a more oriental style. This was the
beginning of the development of the Corinthian order. One of the architects that were
responsible for the design of the Parthenon was as mentioned Ictinos, which we lack in
information about his personal and artistic life, but we know that he designed some other
temples in Greece. Ictinos is also believed to have designed the temple of Apollo at
Bassae, the first known use of a Corinthian column, and also the Telesterion shrine of
Eleusis, a gigantic hall used in the Eleusinian mysteries.
10
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Fig 27 Temple of Erechtheion approx. 421-407 BC

A good example on how buildings with these three orders are composed is the temple of
Apollo at Bassai ca. 450-425 BC. The architect Ictinos applied all the tree orders; the
Doric for the external colonnade, the ionic for the cella inside columns and the Corinthian
for the single axial column placed at the end of the cella. The temple at Bassai is the first
one that used Corinthian orders, and also the first temple that used ionic columns for a
cella interior. The orientation of the temple is quite odd as well; the main entrance faces
the north rather than the east. These were all odd things that the architect Iktinos applied
in the temple, although he was very much aware of how regular temples should be, after
all he was probably familiar with the Acropolis. The Corinthian order was applied on
another important building; the Sanctuary of Askleopis at Epidaurus ca. 360-330 BC. It
is a circular building, ca 22 meters in diameter, and was a dedication to the god
Asklepios the son of Apollo. It was designed by the architect-sculptor Polucleitus the
Younger. Since it’s a large complex dedicated to healing through exercise, diet and
medical care the complex includes other functions as well. There is a stadium,
gymnasium, a theatre, altars, foundations and baths, temples and accommodation for
patients. Although the real function of the building is still unknown, there are fourteen
Corinthian columns encircling its interior, which were delicately carved with natural
detailed acanthus foliage. Its external colonnade was composed of 26 Doric columns.
There are 14 freestanding Corinthian columns in the inner circular colonnade fitted into a
black and white rhomboidal flooring pattern.
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Fig 28 Remains of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros, approx. 360-330 BC

The most complete surviving example of Ictinos's work is the Temple of Hephaestus,
which he designed before the Parthenon in 449-440 BC. It was built in about 449 BC in
a district that contained many foundries and metal works shops in Athens, and was
therefore dedicated to Hephaestus the god of blacksmiths and metallurgy. The temple is
a hexostyle with six Doric columns in the pediment ends and thirteen columns on each
side. The temple is peripteral with columns that surround the central enclosed cella,
which was a typical Greek feature in the temples. The temple is build totally with marble
from Mount Pentelus except the lowest of the tree steps which are from limestone, which
was the same marble stone used in the construction of the Parthenon. Even the entablature
has a plain frieze that was built with Doric mode. When Ictinos was working with
Callicrates on the Parthenon they didn’t use all the columns and pediments intact, where
Ictinos did on the temple of Hephaestus.

Fig 29 Front view of the Temple of Hephaestus approx. 449 BC
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As in the Parthenon, over the porch the Doric frieze is replaced by a continuous Ionic
frieze, but unlike the Parthenon, which still today is pretty well preserved, the frieze and
other decorations of the temple have been damaged and destroyed by thieves and looters
over the earlier centuries. Thanks to its conversion to a Christian church in the 7th
century AD; the church of St. George the temple achieved in surviving as a masterpiece
monument in Greek architectural history. The survival of the exterior of the temple was
removed but has also been replaced by the structures of a Christian church. The base has
a plan of 4.45 m2 by 32.53 m2, and the center of the base is only a slight raised up
similar to the temple of Parthenon. It’s clear that the architect Ictinos used the elements
and methods that he thought were suitable for this type of building, and he realized that it
was a good solution working with the marble and the continuous Doric columns that he
applied this also when he worked on the Parthenon. It’s obvious that the methods he used
before the Parthenon were very sustainable since still today it’s considered to be one of
the most well preserved temples in ancient Greece. During the three main Greek periods
in Greek architecture history, architecture continued on in improving its materials,
methods and even architects were more appreciated. Temples and buildings were
acknowledged to be typical Greek buildings, but they didn’t stop there. Architects
during these periods of time had the possibility to take their traditional construction to a
further level applying elements and materials never used before in larger scales. The
column orders were now a typical Greek building element, which generations after
generations keep appearing in buildings even millenniums later. The Greek architects
realized that these elements and building methods were trustworthy and appropriate, and
they were right. Still today after so many years we have buildings from so early in
architecture still standing in good conditions. If it weren’t for the brilliant architects and
their abilities they wouldn’t survive this long.
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2 Antique Times
2.4 Ancient Roman architecture
The Romans made a big step when it came to architecture, and were highly advanced in
structural engineering. They were also genius for organizing and planning the empire that
they build up that lasted from 509 BC- AD 330. While the Romans continued on in
growing an importance as an Empire, they also were affected and influenced by other
civilizations like the Greeks, Etruscans and the later Egyptian dynasties. Although the
Roman absorbs these cultures in art and architecture, they still managed to keep their
architectural style original. The Romans built everything from roads to bridges, to
temples, amphitheaters, public baths, basilicas etc. they had amazing technical skills, and
ahead of so many other cultures, when it came to the engineering of construction. The
Romans invented the first under floor central heating for houses in colder climates, and
also baths for public use in all their cities. Different building types like stadiums and
theaters were also much frequented in Rome, the Romans enjoyed spectaculars, athletic
events, gladiatorial contest and pageants that would be held in these particular building
types. The Romans introduced the western world with the different methods of
construction. They had started to build larger, wider and taller buildings using the arch,
domes and the vault. These types of building techniques were used in earlier civilization,
but only to a limited mass. They didn’t have that knowledge and construction skill to take
the techniques to a higher level, so their constructions were quite limited. The arch in the
Roman architecture consists of wedge-shaped stones; voussoirs, which are set in a
curved, shape often a semicircle. To construct and arch requires a temporary timber
formwork, centering to support the wedge-shaped stories as they were laid. The reason
is that the arches will not be freestanding until all the wedge-shaped stones are set in
place including the central keystone. The Romans used the arch while reinstated the wall,
which would be an accessory to the interior space. The arches were also used for the
immense support capability, but also for the glorification of the building itself. It would
give the building and aesthetics and powerful exterior. Using the arch the Romans
developed another building technique very much used; the dome. If an arch is rotated on
its center, a dome will be produced. The ultimate ancestry of the circular domed
buildings of the Romans lay in the religious construction and tombs. The vault was also a
used building technique by the Romans that would enclose large with different size of
stone, cut carefully to shape. Having this knowledge on vaults and how to deal with the
tension and the loads they developed the use of cast concrete for the vaults. Between the
third and the first century BC the concrete material started to grow out of the mortared
rubble construction. It was then when the architects of the Empire used concrete for
vaults that gave them the possibility to create something new in architecture. The Roman
concrete was a mortar strengthens with an aggregate of smallish stones called cementa,
and was normally laid in horizontal courses. With this kind of material, the Romans could
construct walls, arches and vaults of any possible kind. The strength of the material
cemenet, consisted in the composition, which contained lime with volcanic sand
(pozzolana), found near Naples11. They used concrete also for foundations, and even
different stones what would be not only for construction purpose but also for decorative
purposes. The pozzoolana which were the smallish stones, the Romans started to use for
11
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the cause the strengthening of the construction, could now be used for an even better
purpose. The Romans found out that they could place a liquid mass composed of
pozzolana, sand, water and lime in horizontal courses over the rough laid rubble, which
would serve as aggregate in the wall but also as an enclose for the concrete. This mixture
could be used as a substitute for masonry. The Romans also paid attention to the
insulation of the exterior and interior of their constructions. Although the Romans
collected and were inspired by the earlier Greek buildings and temples, they seem to
have a different approach on the columns. The Romans placed the columns on the back
and sides of the construction, where they emerge into the walls of the cella. This would
mean that the columns were engaged and wholly decorative.
Architects like Vitruvius, Apollodorus of Damascus and Hermodorus of Salamis during
the Roman World, took a great part in constructing world known buildings that reflect on
the roman originality thought out all the years. One of the most famous Roman figures of
architecture is Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, known short as Vitruvius. He was a roman
writer, architects and engineer born ca. 80-70 BC, and believed to have died in ca. 25BC.
He was born in Formiae in Campania, and served in the Roman army in Spain and Gaul
under Julius Caesar. He was also probably one of the army engineers, and in his later years
his sponsor the emperor Agustus employed him. He is the author of De Architectura,
known today as the Ten Books of Architecture, a treatise written in Latin and Greek on
architecture. It’s believed to have been dedicated to the Emperor Agustus, and still
remains the only major surviving book on architecture from classical antiquity 12. He
was known to have been an architect, but the only building that we know of and that we
have documentation on is the basilica completed in 19 BC, today know as Basilica di
Fano at Fanum Fortunae, which he also mentions in the book, although the basilica has
disappeared completely that its very construction site is a matter of conjecture
Vitruvius was very interested in architecture, and didn’t think of architecture as a
decoration, but he thought that architecture serves the need of man and provides an
important expression of human endeavor. In his books he tried to demonstrate the
excellence of the science that he possesses, and that while building something
architecturally important to take into consideration the materials we use the methods
and the work in general. He thought that it’s also very important to look further into the
elements that are chained with architecture like laws, morals, history, physics and
philosophy that architecture carries along with it. He also stated that it’s not about who
has talent, or money to construct buildings, but it’s more than that. He claims that
ambitions play a big role in the success of architecture as well as good connections and
eloquence is also essential.
The difference between the Greeks and the Romans when it comes to the temples, are
quite obvious. The Romans did not build their temples as insolated structures like the
Greeks, but as axial approached buildings, and usually located in urban locations. A
Greek architect Hermodorus of Salamis designed the temple of Fortuna Virilis that is an
early example of the Roman temples, using the Ionic order. He designed the first all marble
temple in 146 BC in Rome.
The architect was Greek, and so the construction may seem a big too patriotic, but there
are details that distinguishes it from the Greek temples. The columns are ionic, but to the
elevations are engaged with the cella wall and are not freestanding, like in the Greek
temples. This would not only give the Romans their piece of originality but also provide
12
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for them a large interior space, as the cella would expand to its limits, while being
surrounded by the columns. The greatest circular roman temple is the Pantheon in Rome
builds in 118 - 128 AD. It’s considered to be one of the most influential buildings in the
western architectural history.

Fig 30 The temple of Fortuna Virilis approx. 146 BC, Rome

The Pantheon was a temple dedicated to the Greek Gods, the seven planetary deities. It
was constructed during the reign of the emperor Hadrian, who reputed to have been the
architect himself. According to the historian Dio Cassius in ca. 200 AD, the emperor
Hadrian executed the distinguished architect Apollodorus of
Damascus, for criticizing Hadrian’s own design for the temple of Venus and Rome.
The fact that the temple was a dedication to the gods of the Mediterranean world
would attract many theories and mythos on the construction and history behind it. The
Pantheon seems to have been designed to express the idea of the numinous
rather than a house of a particular cult or religion. The entrance of the pantheon has a
large portico and has 20 Corinthian columns that originally supported the bronze roof
trusses. This portico is connected to the circular cella, which is 15 cm in diameter, and
43 meters high. The bottom half of the cella is a cylinder on where the hemispherical
dome lays. The circular opening is called the oculus, which is 8.5 meters in diameter on
the top, for natural light and air. The cylinder cella is divided into two stories; the ground
plan level and the second level. The ground floor plan level consists of columns of the
Corinthian order, and pilasters that support the attic story with a rectangular opening.
Then there is the second story level, which is alternately semi circular and rectangular.
The whole construction is a masterpiece of construction vaults, arches columns built
from concrete.
All the structural load of the dome is distributed to the concrete foundations, which are
4.5 meters thick and 7.3 meters wide, and the walls are up to 6 meters deep. The
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pantheon is so well balanced and static because of the fact that the inner diameter of the
dome is exactly equal to the height of its oculus from the floor. Pantheon doesn’t just
represent a Roman temple. It represents an architectural masterpiece, a political pride,
but also a union between the gods, nature, man and the state.

Fig 31 Interior view of the Pantheon, approx. 200 BC, Rome

Fig 32 View of the Pantheon, ca. 200 BC, Rome

Public buildings soon became important to the city of Rome, so the Romans responded
very quickly to that by building public buildings which function would adapt to the city in
general. Public baths, were one of the most common and typical Roman public buildings.
Other buildings were the basilicas, the theaters, amphitheaters; residential urban housings.
The public baths were established in the early days of the Roman Empire in the baths of
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Titus ca. 80 AD.The public baths (thermae) were locations where the Romans could
enjoy the different cold rooms, hot rooms, the restaurants, libraries, and museums,
lounges, with courtyards and gardens and even museums. The public baths weren’t
considered to be as much of a luxurious facility as a health diversion for the large urban
population.
The later emperors during the years kept on building further similar complexes in Rome.
One of the largest bath complexes in ancient Rome was the baths of Diocletian 298 -306
AD. The complex was designers in the same way the Romans designed their temples;
laid on an axis. It’s a symmetrical design with the principal; sequences of rooms within
the building. In the center of the complex there are groin-vaulted hot baths (caldarium),
doomed warmed baths (tepidarium), cruciform cool baths (trigidarium) and open air
swimming pools (natatio). On the opposite side of the functions mentioned, is the central
oval form plan, a large space with changing rooms and unroofed rectangular exercise
courts surrounded by ancillary service rooms. Another important Roman bath is the
Baths of Caracalla, which is considered to be one of the rare surviving monuments of
Roman antiquity. The complex was build ca 212 - 216 AD, and has a plan of nearly 202
300 m2 and capable to accommodate 1600 bathers. The Caracalla baths are different
from the Diocletian because of its plan; it has more curves than the other baths in ancient
Rome. The vast circular caldarium made it possible for the sun to project the maximum
heart from the southwest façade. The interior parts of the baths are from materials like
marble, mosaic as well some statues were placed there, on the inside and outside. The
courtyards and gardens were planted with trees, which made it a more comfortable
environment for exercise, conversation and relaxation. In general the baths of Diocletian
were large, even to large for the standards of that time in Rome. Unfortunately out of
this great health facility there were only parts that survived.

Fig 33 The Baths of Caracalla approx. 212-216 BC, Rome

Fig 34 The Baths of Caracalla approx

Another part of the complex was transformed from a corner into the Church of S.
Bernardo. The Romans enjoyed great gatherings, spectacles and plays, like the Greeks
did. The Romans were also very fond of the gladiatorial challenges, which were held in
the amphitheaters in Rome. The Emperors in Rome build great stadiums as well for the
brutal and rigorous fights, which the spectator’s enjoyed very much. The Greek
amphitheaters were very different to the Roman ones. The Romans didn’t carve out the
shape of the building out of the hillsides, while adapting to the natural settings, like the
Greeks did. Instead they chose to construct their buildings, even if the terrain was slope,
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favorable or not. To manage this they developed great vaulted structures to create the
slope needed for the viewers seating. One of the earliest stone theaters in Italy was built
at Pompeii in the 2nd century BC; the theater of Pompeii, which unfortunately very little
survived. The greatest and most famous roman amphitheater of all time is the Flavian
Amphitheater in Rome. It’s more known as the Coliseum, which was completed in 80
AD. The Coliseum has indeed become a world known icon for Rome, and is definitely
one of the very much-visited sites in the world. Vespasian built the Coliseum, and
although it’s one of the earliest amphitheaters it still remains a very well preserved
monument. It is built on the site of the artificial lake in the private part of the Golden
House of Nero. The exterior of the oval plan measures 155 by 187 meters and can
accommodate up to 50,000 spectators.

Fig 35 View of the Coliseum approx. 80 AD, Rome

Fig 36 View of the Coliseum approx. 80 AD, Rome
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3 Medieval Times
3.1 Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture
Neither during the Early Christian period architects were not distinguishes nor mentioned
in documentation as the responsible for the constructions. During this period it was more
important to construct buildings like churches and basilicas that would be a necessity to
the people than the glory of the architects. The hierarchies of the churches were mainly
responsible for the constructions, what material should be used, and who should be
responsible for the other functions the buildings possessed. Here began new era of
architecture accrued when Christianity, the religion that was developed by the followers
of Jesus Christ, began as a reforming sect of Judaism. The members of this forming sect
regarded Jesus as the promised messiah. After the death of Jesus Christ, over three
centuries later the religion continued to develop into an organized church with a
hierarchy of bishops and clergy13. In the context of the late Roman Empire, Christianity
was one of a number of religions that were troubled the governmental authorities,
because its followers refused to acknowledge the state sponsored deities. Here comes
the Emperor Constantine in the picture when he proclaimed tolerance for all religions of
the Roman Empire in the edict of Milan in 331, the Christians had the authority to
construct buildings for public worship. This was a major step for the Christian religion,
and their priorities were to establish a place where they could hold their services. At that
time before building specific buildings for worshiping purposes, their services were held
in private homes where common domestic rooms, most of the triclinium (dining room)
sufficed for worship. As the sect became more elaborate and the congregation kept on
growing, they saw the need for further rooms. These made the new public image of the
Emperor Constantine understand that it was necessary for public spaces for that purpose.
Now it was time for the Emperor to play the role of an architect, because he has
acknowledged the necessity of these public spaces and areas.
With the Emperors permission very soon the Christian assembly halls were arranged in
that way that they consisted of various combinations of basilica features like; the
rectangular plan, the timber roof with trusses, either exposed or concealed by a flat
ceiling.
Other basilica features were the side aisles, sometimes colonnaded, the high clerestory
and always the tribunal. Basilicas would accommodate larger crowds, which was an
important consideration, for a religion attracting numbers of converts. The Christians
also organized different separate cemeteries to distance their burials from those of
other religions. The Christians religion does not approve the act of cementation, so if
they couldn’t find available land for the graveyards, they would develop an underground
cemetery, generally begun in abandoned quarries, which are known as catacombs. The
masses of the catacombs are among the oldest surviving Christian construction, which
provide a glimpse of the early religious decorative art. The earliest Christians showed a
lot of interest in art so they would frequently paint their catacombs and meetinghouses
with painted decorations. Another great example of the early Christian basilicas is the S.
Apolliniare Nuevo at Ravenna, constructed in year 500.The basilica is built from bricks
with single aisles flanking the nave, and with the church interior focused on the
semicircular apse. The walls above the nave arcade are finished with mosaics arranged
13
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in three horizontal layers. In the highest sections of the nave wall are scenes representing
the Passion story (south side) and the miracles of Christ (north side). This interior
decoration does not only communicate the Christian techniques to a large illiterate
public but also symbolizes the richness of the kingdom of God to which could aspire.
The exterior brickwork also gives a bit indication of shimmering golden mosaic work
contained within.

Fig 37 View of the Early Christian basilica the S. Apolloniare Nuevo at Ravenna approx. 500

Fig 38 Interior view of the S. Apollionare Nuevo at Ravenna
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Other religious Christian buildings
The Christians didn’t use only the basilicas as their religious buildings, but they also
built different types that would function to serve Christian purposes. One of these
religious buildings were they martyria. They were erected as memorials to
commemorate saints or sites of special importance to the Christian faith.
Celebrated martyria might attract large crowds for services and thus need to
function as churches, but major importance was always attracted to the toms or
shrine around which they were built. The largest Constantine basilica was the St.
Peters in Rome, which was entirely replaced in the sixteenth century by the present
edifice. It began as a martyrium marking the tomb of St. Peter and seemed to have
been used for several centuries as a place of burial for other Christians as well. The plan
of the St. Peter is of a basilica, with double aisled on each side of the nave and transverse
element of transept projecting beyond the side walls and extending across the nave in
front of the apse. The combination of a basilica with an octagon shows that the early
Christians were willing to explore new forms in the course of searching for appropriate
functional religious buildings. The baptistery was another important religious building
the Christians used for their religious causes, since baptism was an important Christian
rite. Most of the baptisteries were centrally planned around the baptismal pool, for at
that time baptism was by complete immersion and baptistery plans were frequently
octagonal to reflect number eight, which symbolized regeneration for the resurrection,
since Jesus was said to have risen for the dead on the eight day of his entry into
Jerusalem.

Fig 39 View of the St. Constanza church a known Constantine mausoleum ca. 337-351

Another typical Christian religious building is the Mausolea. These types of building
were erected to contain the tombs of important people and were also in the
repertory of the early Christian architecture. These were often centrally planned and
were served as models for the later doomed churches. A famous mausoleum in Rome
was the one built around three fifty of Constantine’s daughter Constantia. It was a circle
of monument with a cross-section paralleling of a basilica, having lower isle spaces
flanking the higher nave lit by the clearstory windows. In Constantine’s mausoleum
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today known as the church of St. Constanza 337-351, the basilica cross-section was
rotated about the centre axis to create a circular building, rather than being extended
longitudinally to form a basilica. Twelve pair sets of columns supported drum wall on
which the dorm rises above twelve clearstory windows.
Byzantine basilicas
The division between the early Christian and Byzantine periods or eras was generally
made at the reign of Justinian he was the emperor who was based in Constantinople, and
was engaged in a vigorous program of church buildings. The difference between
Christian architecture and the Byzantine one is that the Byzantine architecture has a
clear preference for domes on the basilicas and centrally planned churches. The
Byzantine saw the dome as a symbolic of the heavenly sphere, complementary to the
earthly realm of floor and walls below. One of the greatest buildings in the world of
Byzantine architecture is the Hagia Sophia (the church of holy wisdom of god, in
Constantinople) in 532 - 537. It used to be a very large basilica church built in the 4th
century, which was dedicated to Holy Wisdom in Constantinople14. During the Nike riots
of 532 that building was burned down. The Emperor Justinian I decided to rebuild it, and
with the help of the architects Anthemius of Tralles and Isodorus of Miletus. Hagia
Sophia still today remains as one of the most expensive buildings of all time. These two
architects that were responsible for this great masterpiece were both mathematicians and
scientist skilled in mechanics; geometry and engineering.

Fig 40 View of the Hagia Sofia, in 531-5317 Turkey

Anthemius was a professor of geometry in Constantinople but was also an architect and
a mathematician. He is well known for the work he did on replacing the old church of
Hagia Sophia at Constantinople in 532, and with his skills he also extended his
knowledge to engineering. The Hagia Sophia is one of the largest and most expensive
buildings of all time. The other architect that was associated in this construction with
Anthemius was Isodorus of Miletus. He had earlier taught physics at Alexandria and then
14
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later on at Constantinople. He was responsible for the reconstruction of the church’s
dome after its destruction by an earthquake in 553.
The fact that they were not trained primarily as architects or builders may partly
account for the fresh approach with enabled them to design an unpredictable dome
structure. The plan of Hagia Sophia is a plan of a basilica with a dome above the central
space, complemented by two semi domes along the longitudinal axis. The central dome
has a distance of one hundred seven foot diameter, which is supported on penditives that
raise one hundred and eighty feet above the floor and is flanked by two lower semi
domes of the same diameter. The plan consist of a huge rectangle measuring 71 x 77
meters enclosing a central square space defined by four peers carrying a dome so big
that it dominates the whole interior. The dome was originally constructed to be six
meters lower than the present one. 0The effects of the arches vault, semi domes and
domes in the Hagia Sophia are unearthly, although the light pours in from windows at
many levels, plain over surfaces enriched by polished marbles and mosaics. From isle
and galleries, the view into the nave is dramatic and provides a partial perspective of the
interconnecting layered spaces surrounding the interior. In the church ritual for which
Hagia Sophia was built the major space was reserved for two groups, the
ecclesiastics and the retinue of the emperor. The meeting of the patriarch and the
emperor under the great dome marked a high point of the religious ritual. Ordinary
people were relegated at the isle and galleries, women on one side and men of the
other, where they could observe the impressive ceremonial precessions and
symbolic joining of church and state in this magnificent.
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3 Medieval Times
3.2 Early Medieval architecture
Early medieval architecture was a continuation of roman architecture relying on building
elements like the rounded arches, barrel vaults and the substitution of piers for columns
and profuse ornamental elements. It was a style that was developed in Italy and Western
Europe before the roman and gothic styles after 1000. The Early Christian traditions
maintained in a number of masonry basilicas and baptisteries outside the Italian
peninsula and Mediterranean coast, although very little architecture in the Western
Europe survived from the period 400-800. During the barbarian invasions, which
occurred in most part of Western Europe, the northern Europe experienced several
centuries of discomfort and of unsettled life.
Many different strong characters during this period of time tried to develop feudal
systems that would emerge, and that would finally dominate against the barbarians.
One of these strong personalities was Charles the Great, also known as
Charlemagne. He was the grandson of Charles Martel; the frank that had let
assembles forces to victory over the Islamic army o the battle of tours in 732.
Charlemagne during his reign from 768-814 unified a large portion of present day
France, the Low Countries and Germany, through series of successful military
campaigns. Charlemagne influence extended to Rome; where in year 800 Pope Leo
III, crowned him Holy Roman Emperor, and had become the heir of the roman temple.
Charles the great summoned the greatest minds in the fields of literature, art and
governmental authorities to his court, while establishing schools, and governmental
administrations. Charlemagne also encouraged architecture by donating lands and
money for the construction of churches and monasteries. The out coming buildings
were termed Carolingian, which word derives from Carolus in Latin, which translates to
Charles15. There are many buildings of the early Christian that the emperor visited during
his travels, like the Palatine Chapel of Aachen. Charlemagne began the palatine complex
around 992- by Odo of Metz. The palatine complex overall plan is modeled on a Lateran
palace in Rome, with the chapel derived from S. Vitale at Ravenna, and the audience hall
being a roman basilica. The whole complex was laid on the module of a square grid, to
keep the roman tradition but at the same time tried to invent something new within the
new style of Carolingian. A lot of wooden buildings were constructed at that period of
time, but that unfortunately didn’t survive, only a few stone constructions are still
remaining. The palatine complex chapel has a sixteen sided aisle with a gallery
overhead, surrounded its central octagon. The construction of the barrel and vaults and
the octagonal cloister vault together with the dome, clearly reflects the late roman
architecture rather than the Byzantine one. The main entrance of the palatine complex is
dominated by west work, which ids the western façade, including the entrance vestibule,
rooms at one or more levels ab0ove one or more towers. The interior of the palatine
chapel also reflects elements of the roman architecture, with the eight great piers
supporting the dome and the arched openings, the ground and the gallery levels. The
throne of Charlemagne’s was located on the gallery level on axis with the altar.
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Fig 41 Front view of , Germany in 792-805

Fig 42 Interior view of the Palatine Chapel at Aachen, Germany in 792-805
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3.3 Romanesque architecture

The cultural and intellectual light of the Carolingian empire, which burned so attractively,
and unpredictably against the background of the dark ages was extinguished in the late
ninth and early tenth centuries. The heirs to the Carolingian architecture were the
ottomans, which had a great influence on the later Romanesque architecture. The
Carolingian achievements disintegrate into anarchy in the ninth century in the face of
invasion from Vikings, Muslims, Arabs and Magyars. The imperial concept was at length
revived by Otto I, the great who was crowned in Rome as first Saxon emperor in 962.
The great Ottoman Empire survived until 1056, and was less extensive than the
Carolingian sine it excluded the area of present day France and consists mainly of
Germany and parts of Italy, whereas France and Germany went both separate ways and
begun to develop their individual cultures. The bishops of the Ottoman Empire built
castles as well as churches, but also established reinforced armies, which would help
create the image of the church militant to which the architecture of Romanesque would
give such forcible expression. Many ottoman churches have been destroyed or
remodeled but the convent church of St. Cyriakus or also known as Gernrode began
in 959, is one of the well-preserved examples of Romanesque architecture16. The
church of St. Cyriakus is also indebted to one type of early Christian basilica in
Rome, because of its details and its internal galleries; the church’s supporting
systems with the piers and the columns. Churches like the St. Michael at Hildesheim
originally built in 1001-1033, has that typical Roman semicircular apse at both west and
east ends.

Fig 43 The interior St. Michael church at Hildesheim

Fig 44 The St. Michael church at Hildesheim

The church has also a central tower and flanking circular stairs towers as well. The
crossings between the nave and transepts are empathizes by chancel arches on all four
sides resembling triumphal arches, and the nave is divided into a series of square bays
by the altering which consist of one pier followed by two columns. This is also typical
Carolingian architecture, which also later becomes a common element in the Romanesque
16
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churches of the central Europe. Nonetheless the churches in Western Europe especially in
England this style were adopted with the simpler rhythm of alternate brick and thinner
supports. The monastery of St. Martin at Canigou 1001-1026, is a great example of an
architectural surviving building of the early Romanesque period.

Fig 45 The church of St, Martin at Canigou, France in 1001-1026

Fig 46 The interior of the church

In the plan of the monastery, it’s clear that it’s basically a basilica without transepts, and
a semicircular apse terminating the aisle and nave. The barrel vaults of the nave and
aisles rest on ten supports; eight stubbly columns and two grouped piers. There are a few
small windows on the east and west ends, where the natural lights comes through which
results to a quite dark interior, although the stone constructed church is quite simple with
a harmonious composed exterior. The church of St. Martin at Canigou reflects the early
Romanesque style, which obviously has a certain affinity with roman architecture
because they try to employ and use the semicircular arch. Romanesque style is kind of
hard to define or to characterize in precision, because of the different styles it employs
and represents. The style always seem to be massive and heavy, and even the
Romanesque builders thought that when they built some ceilings made of small stones it
was a great challenge for them. This didn’t stop the Romanesque builders from
experimenting with materials and structures, and after 150 years of experimenting they
discovered masonry techniques that were used in the later gothic architecture. They
also thought that cutting openings could and would weaken the structure itself, so to
avoid the damage they made windows in the wall, which also would serve for lighting.
The church of St. Martin used Lombardy bands, which were decorative devices
commonly used by the masonries in Lombardy. They consisted of vertical pilaster strips
and corbelled sets in shallow bands on the wall surface. The Lombard work spread itself
all to Italy and to the rest of Europe, and even in central France. In the southern regions of
the Roman Empire, the Romans heavily influenced Romanesque architecture. In general
the early Christina basilica remained the standard church form, seldom having a west
work or attached houses as in the Carolingian architecture.
The church of San Miniato al Monte in Florence 1062-1090 and is placed on a hill
overlooking Florence. Its known for its single pair of aisles flanks the transept less
nave, which is terminated by a simple semicircle apse. Its façade is articulated on
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the ground level by five arches supported by Corinthian half columns with Corinthian
pilasters and a gable defining the roof of the nave. The geometrically patterned marble
façade was probably begun in about 1090, although the upper parts date from the 12th
century or later 17. The greater availability of stone and marble is immediately apparent
in the monumental octagonal baptistery in Florence. The church has bronze doors added
by Ghiberti in the first of the 5th century and is among the earliest and finest monuments
of the renaissance in Europe.

Fig 47 The St. Miniato al Monte in Florence in 1062-1090

Fig 48 The interior of the St. Miniato al Monte in Florence in 1062-109
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3.4 Gothic Architecture
The Gothic architecture can be considered as the final phase of the medieval
architecture. It’s widely agreed that the Gothic style was born in the area round
Paris - the IIede France in the 1130’s. The difference between the Gothic architecture
and the definition of Gothic was first used and applied in the 17th century to indicate
designers not based on precedent form classical antiquity. Even until the 19th century
historians have struggled in clarifying what exactly the gothic style indicated. One of
the most obvious and understanding definitions would be the Gothic key elements
applied and found in many Gothic constructions like; the pointed arch, rib vaults and the
flying buttresses Although the two first key elements; the pointed arch and the rib vault
were found in earlier Romanesque work, they still seem to reflect a new originality to the
gothic style and construction. One of these original key elements that were not found in
the Romanesque architecture were the flying buttresses, the windows with tracery and
piers composed of shafts bundled around a core what serve as hall marks of the style.
Here the Gothic architecture begins to rely on these typical Gothic building key
elements, while being construction in a larger construction scale. Now the gothic
churches and cathedrals are built in lager and fuller scales, unlike the Romanesque
buildings. The Romanesque buildings like churches and cathedrals used massive walls
which they thought were necessary to sustain the loads, but the gothic builders found a
way to construct lighter but still larger buildings. The Romanesque buildings were heavier,
exactly because of the massive walls. The gothic buildings had now created a skeleton
system that would transfer roof loads down to the ground at discreet points, which
would give the possibility for the walls to be opened for windows. These window
openings were also a typical gothic key element, together with the pointed arches, rib
vaults and the flying buttresses which were built for particular reasons. Each one of
these elements serves as a construction support, and was not built for decorations. The
pointed arches were better approximations of the curves that represent the line of
compressive force acting in any arch. Then they also present considerable design
flexibility, pointed arches are probably a contribution from Islamic architecture because
they were often used in Syria and North Africa before applying these elements in
Northern Europe. The second key elements were the rib vaults, which were applied in the
gothic style but that was familiar in the earlier Romanesque architecture. The last known
key element in gothic construction was the flying buttresses. This element was one of
the few original elements of gothic architecture, and was probably first used at Sens
Cathedral in about 1160. The difference between gothic and Romanesque architecture as
mentioned before is the construction loads and how they managed them. Since the
gothic construction concentrated loads at piers and their skeleton systems rather than
along the walls, the need for reinforcement at a specific point is great.
High Gothic and Gothic architects
During the Gothic period personalities like Abbot Suger, who was neither an architect nor
an engineer, took a great glory in the rise of this new movement.
Abbot Suger was born in 1081 and was one of the most significant personalities in the
history of French civilization. Since there weren’t any famous, and well know
gothic architects, personalities like Abbot Suger can take the glory in being
recognizes as the one of the few people that made gothic architecture what it still
is today. He was minister to Louis XIV of France, which later made his diplomatic
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and administrative skills well noticed. Very soon he was had been risen to the churches
and at age 36 in 1122, he had been elected Abbot of St. Denis. St. Denis was a burial
place of the Capetian kings, so he couldn’t really say no to a national gesture. Suger had
the permission to rebuild the Carolingian church, because he didn’t think that it was large
enough to accommodate the crowds of pilgrims who came to venerate its relics. Suger
created many images of what he wanted the church to look like, and so he studied
biblical description of the Temple of Solomon. This was a design specified by God,
which he wanted to have the same reflection of in his church. By 1137 Abbot Suger
started to enlarge the church, and so he started to reconstruct a new west font and a
narthex forward of the existing structure. According to scholars and historians, these
were the design of a Norman architect that was capable of translating Suger’s ideas into
reality. Suger together with his unknown Norman architect in 1140, incorporated both
the twin towers west façade of Norma churches, and the tradition of sculptured portals
developed in south of France. On the interior the major key elements like the rib vault
were constructed in the narthex sprang from grouped piers. After less than four years in
1144, they also redecorated some features in the church like the seven chapels of the
choir, each one with stained glass windows and rich interior with colors windows. This
had a kind of glow and richest as it was one of the most expensive churches in France.
In 1151 Abbot Suger died and the present nave at St. Denis was completed almost a
century later, when the upper levels at Suger’s choir were rebuilt to match the height of
the new nave vaults18.
One of the most famous gothic cathedrals is Notre-Dame at Laon in Paris begun in
1155. Notre-Dame in fresh means Out Lady in English, which represents the Virgin
Mary and soon she had become a very important figure for humanity and salvation.

Fig 49 Interior view of the cathedral of Notre Dame in Laon

Fig 50 Façade of the gothic cathedral of Notre Dame in Laon in 1155
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The cathedral of Notre-Dame began in 1155 with the replacement of an older
structure that was too small for the need of the town and the growing school. A lot of
the features within the cathedral was rebuilt and replaced with the choir and transepts,
which were finished within 20 years. The nave, west font and the
crossing towers were completed in 1205. The original gothic semicircular apse in
the former cathedral was replaced in the 19th century to provide more space for
the cathedrals canons. The flying buttresses on the cathedral maybe not be the
original ones from 1205, because the galleries and their roofs over the aisles
stabilizes the vaults, and so some scholars believe that they were added in the
13th century to provide additional stabilization against lateral wind forces. The
Notre-Dame cathedral is a tall church with 33.5 meter high from the floor to the
crowns of its vaults. A large rose window is flanked by paired lanced windows,
which form a halo backdrop of a sculpture of the Virgin and the Child with two angles.
Below the twin towers is a second arcaded horizontal gallery that lightens the upper wall
while completing the basically square configuration of the lower façade. With the
incorporation of the flying buttresses at Notre Dame in Paris, they integrated and
completed the three major building key elements of gothic style. These structural
components had a history in earlier Romanesque architecture, but that could be deleted
from gothic style but didn’t. Gothic architects although the names we don’t know,
achieved in carrying on the building tradition into gothic style, without losing its
originality. After the cathedral of Notre Dame in Laon, the Gothic style began to grow
into a high gothic which meant that they saw the possibility to erect and increase their
churches and buildings into There is another cathedral that has some of the same
features and meaning as the Notre Dame church in Paris; it’s the Notre-Dame cathedral in
Chartres. The cathedral in Chartres is even more complicated than the one in Paris. This
cathedral had become a center of pilgrimage, and by the 12th century the church had been
enlarged. The west front and the narthex were very similar to the ones at St. Denis
church, because the sculptures from the workshops at St. Denis came to Chartres
to reconstruct the church. A lot of detailing within the church were made, and from
1194-1513 a lot of fires and damaged had been active. During all these years of
reconstruction and rebuilding, one very important feature survived. The royal portals
that were placed on the west front doorways in the church, and represents the image of
the theology of salvation, as it was visualized in the 1150 with Virgin Mary when the
church first was built. During the 13th century in Ile de France, many cathedrals started to
distinguish themselves as a special superiority of catholic France. From the Ile de France
the gothic style radiated out to all the cultured capitals of France. Builders of the great
French cathedrals of the early 13th century wanted to push the gothic technology further
to achieve soaring internal highs. The nave vaults of the cathedrals should be as high as
possible without damaging the structure itself. The known cathedral of Reims was and is
still one of the most known high gothic cathedrals that are considered to be purely
gothic. The cathedral of Reims achieves the goals that the Goth builders set up for
themselves when it came to building and extending the gothic technology further,
because if its high nave which is 38 meters high. The designer of the cathedral Jean
d’Orbais, added the three new tier elevations, quadripartite vaults, shafted piers and
flying buttresses of the cathedral of Chartres to the cathedral of Reims. He also
animated these structural features with a new emphasize on sculptural enrichment
including the angels in the external pinnacles, crockets, gargoyles and carved vegetation
on the portals, piers capitals and frieze.
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Fig 52 Floor plan of the gothic cathedral of Notre-Dame

Fig 51 The cathedral of Notre-Dame in Chartres.

The architect basically incorporated features from earlier churches, and that is the
reason why the Laon cathedral looks very similar to the cathedral of Chartres although
it’s far more complicated. The cathedral of Laon originally should have been built with
six towers over the crossing, but only two on the west front were executed both in the
15th century19. The towers are a gothic invention representing the fingers pointing to
heaven. Another very famous high gothic cathedral is the cathedral of Amiens designed
in 1220 by Robert De Luzarches. The cathedral of Amines is as well similar to the
cathedral of Reims, because of the nave of the cathedral at Amiens is closely modeled
on Laon. The cathedral of Amiens also had a high interior with its high nave of the Notre
Dame cathedral in Chartres. The one cathedral that is considered to have the highest
interior space is the cathedral of St. Pierre at Beavais begun in 1225. Its choir vaults
rose up to 48 meters over a choir that is 13 meters wide, and only after a few years the
vault collapsed and they had to reconstruct the vaults from 1284-1322. During these
years they added and constructed six additional piers in the arcade, resulting in
sexpartite design with thicker piers in the bay. A crossing tower of masonry topped by a
wooden spire 151 meters high was added in 1563-69. The interior of the St. Pierre
cathedral is gorgeous with its extreme verticality of the arcade, which is matched by an
attenuated glazed triotorium above which rises the cage of the clerestory.
The gothic period didn’t only spread its horizons in England, France and Germany but
continued on in developing architecture and its traditions and preferences even in Italy
but in a late work. Italy was clearly a less of importance in gothic style than countries
19
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like Germany and France were which made the Italian Goth buildings rise faster to retain
its earlier roots in building construction. While the German builders used French
cathedrals as models, usually importing master masons they eventually also very soon
started to create their own versions of the gothic style.

Fig 54 Floor plan of the gothic cathedral of Amiens

Fig 53 Front view of the cathedral of Amiens in 1220

The difference between some of the other styles and periods of time in architecture is
that the gothic period was very well documented. Perhaps it was a time where
architecture was developing towards an era of style where the people weren’t t very use
to it. Perhaps Gothic architecture was meant only for experimental purposes so they kept
drawings and sketches so that they could see how everything will turn out, or maybe it
was the other way around. Maybe they were afraid that Gothic architecture will stay
constant for a while and they wanted to keep sketches and drawing to keep inspiring
people to continue building similar buildings for a while. It’s not entirely known why
sketches were kept or why they were well preserved but they definitely made the right
choice because of the fact that those drawings are today precious and valuable for us.
Now we can understand the purpose of the drawing and how everything started. A
building designer in the Middle Ages like in the gothic period in architecture was usually
called a master builder, which title of architect wasn’t used until the late period. To gain
the title of a master builder was pretty hard, because it many requirements like the
acquisition of language and mathematical skills in a grammar school run by the local
priest or monastery, followed by apprenticeship in one of the building trades (carpenter
or masonry) at about age 13.
The apprentice would be taught all aspect of the craft, including theoretical matters and
practical applications. After three to seven years thus spent under the direction of a
master craftsman the apprentice would be certified as a journeymen a worker qualified
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to hire him out for a daily wage. He would now work for several years on different
building sites, traveling about and keeping a sketchbook while gaining practical
experience. In order to advance him to the next level of master he would be required t
present a masterpiece-either an actual building or a finely executed model-to the masters
pf his craft guild that would evaluate his fitness to direct journeymen and teach
apprentices. Only the most capable and experienced master craftsmen would be
entrusted with the directed of an entire project and thus acquire the title of master
builder. One of the true master builders’ whose collection of sketches and drawing were
one of the earliest surviving documentation from the medieval period was Villard de
Honnecourt, who during 1225-50 left a portfolio of drawings and brief notes that
provide very important insights and rage of observations of different geometry
problems, solutions and military engineering.

Fig 55 Sketches of the Laon cathedral (left) and sketch of the Reims cathedral in France(right) ca. 1225-50

His portfolio also included sketches and notes of the medieval architecture like timber
roof trusses, their problems and solutions, as well as sculpture sketches and carved
ornaments, church plans, details from cathedrals of Laon, Chartres and Reims in France
20
. There are a lot of sketches in his portfolio although very little is known from his
personal life or his actual works. He claims to have traveled from the Low Countries to
Hungary and back, and some historians surmise that the Cistercians may have employed
him, perhaps in rebuilding chancels in the more elaborate gothic style. One thing is clear
though that Villard’s intention for his portfolio was to be used by others, which is
obvious from the inscriptions on the opening pages of the book.

20
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4 Classicism
4.1 Renaissance Architecture
During 1490 European architecture was undergoing a dramatic change from the gothic
style to the Middle Ages to the renaissance. As mentioned before the
Romanesque churches and buildings started off as classical construction with their
elements that kept on developing even in the late Goth. Roman designers developed
architecture in a way for the style to grow but still kept its originality. French architects
were influenced by the Roman architects, but still tried to achieve in fulfilling the image
of Goth architecture. The city Florence in Italy, which was considered to be the
birthplace of the Renaissance, was hit by a great change from art to architecture and
wealth to merchandise. Architects, artists and sculptures had a great opportunity to
display their creativity and knowledge in every possible form. Due to this great
appreciation for art, scholars and other artists recovered classical Greek and Roman
texts and aspired to create a modern world rivaling that of their ancients. Renaissance
architects were very bright and interested in all possible fields for every purpose. The
renaissance architects did not use the complex geometric transformations like the
medieval architects did, but they appreciated and favored the simple forms like the
square and the circle. The Renaissance period in architecture includes world known
architects that had a great contribution to art and architecture all over Europe. Architects
like fillip Brunelleschi, Leon Battista Alberti and Andrea Palladio were a major part of
the renaissance architecture and art and are considered to be the fathers of Renaissance.
Architects and their influences
One of the greatest renaissance architects worth exploring of is without any doubts
Fillipo Brunelleschi. He’s considered to be the father of Renaissance architecture and the
most striking architect in Italy during his time. The architect was born in 1377 in
Florence and began his early career as a goldsmith. Fillip had a close relationship with
many other artists and sculptures from whom he also learned a lot and vice versa. What
made this architect so famous that today he gets the privilege to be called the father of
Renaissance? The answer is very simple; he had a gift that rarely any architect had. He
has a special and unique knowledge, vision and understanding for certain principled of
geometrically linear perspectives. This made it possible for him to know the exact
presumption of a 3D object on a 2D surface. Due to the lack of understanding and
catching the vision of 3 dimensional bodies and objects, many artists struggled with
through the years. This is when Fillipo developed a new system of spatial representation
that had a profound effect on art, architects and civic designs during and after
Renaissance. With the help of this system, Fillipo must have assisted one of his close
friends, the painter Massiacio in the application of linear perspective to a fresco painting
in The Trinity at S.Maria Novella in Florence21. Fillipo was still living in Florence when
directors of the cathedral works consulted known engineers and architects from France,
Spain, England, and Germany for advices concerning the Florence Cathedral dome in
Florence. The construction of the cathedral began in 1292 to the design of Arnolfo di
Cambio, and continued by Francesco Talenti. The two designers created a building with
21
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some gothic characteristic such as the pointed arches and the ribbed vaults. Their work
proceeded in the right direction, but has some complications during the construction.
Here a dome reaching nearly 45.5 meters on the diagonal was about to spring and so
they had to construct it somehow for it to survive. The designers didn’t have a clue or an
idea on how they were going to achieve such a huge span. The architects understood that
the scale of centering required supporting the masonry while constriction was in
progress vastly exceeded anything attempted in the medieval period. This is the moment
when Brunelleschi comes into the picture.

Fig 56 The dome at the Florence Cathedral in Florence in 1292

Fig 57 Interior view of the dome in Florence

He thought that in order to reduce the outward thrust (which was the most critical part of
the dome), he employed a Gothic pointed arch cross section instead of a semicircular
one. In order to reduce the load, he created a double shell of radial and concentric ribs, a
strategy traceable both in ancient monuments such as the Pantheon. He devised portable
centering that support concentric courses of masonry until they were completed as
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stable compression rings, and he used this rising masonry to support scaffolding which
in turn supported for centuries. Brunelleschi’s clever system of ribs for the dome was a
very detail procedure and description but in general he used sandstone ribs rising from
each of the eight corners of the octagonal drum. At the springing of the dome they have
a cross section of 3.3 meters by 2.1 meters and they taper upwards to an apex ring
beneath the cupola. Between each of these corners ribs Brunelleschi placed a pair of
intermediate ribs, which made a total of 24 ribs. To hold the inner and outer shells apart,
Fillipo inserted five horizontal rings from sandstone, connected by a tin-plated iron damp.
He had already observed such imbedded metal fastening in the ruins of Roman
constructions. Near the base of the dome, he placed 24 chestnut timbers, each one foot
square and 7 meters long, banded together with straps and bolts into a continuous
wooden tension ring that resists the outward thrust of the dome.
According to modern structural analysis the action of this ring is negligible. Brunelleschi
was involved in the cathedral work from at least 1404, although the exedras and drum of
the dome were not completed until 1418. He had demonstrated his proposal and novel
construction procedure for the dome itself by constructing a 1:12 model from masonry.
After this he was awarded the dome commission in 1420, even thought he had no
completed buildings to his credit at this time. As construction proceeded it became more
obvious that only Brunelleschi was capable of directing the work. Giorgio Vasari, a
painter, architects and biographer of Renaissance artists, summoned his success. He
quoted: “The worked heavy so long been without artists as lofty should or inspired
talent, heaven ordained that it should receive from the hand of Fillipo the greatest, the
tallest, and the finest edifice of ancient or modern time” 22. The building that is
considered to be the first Renaissance building is the Ospedale degli Innocenti or
Foundling Hospital. It was designed by Fillipo Brunelleschi in 1419 and was built from
1421-1444. The Foundling Hospital has a construction arcade with Corinthian columns
across its main façade and around on internal courtyard, that is comparable to the ground
floor archaic in marble veneer. These marble veneers could also be found in Romanesque
elements like the S. Miniato building. Brunelleschi used many details for the interior like
on the floors, walls, capped by a hemispheric dome with an oculus. The plastering, lateen
and arches are from grey pietra serena, which is a local stone that was very favorable for
architectural detailing. Brunelleschi intended the exterior to be the way it is, although
it’s not certain that the exterior was built the way it is and remains today, it’s not for
sure if the façade should be above the Corinthian columns that support a series of panels
flanking a central arch. Earlier I mentioned that Romanesque architecture focused and
appreciated more the simple geometric shapes like the square and the circle. This is
exactly what Fillipo did because the plan is ideal to Renaissance design. Planning the
circle of a dome above a square vault bay to each side and one domed square generates it.
This will make it possible to support the continuous entablatures with arches above all
delineated in grey petra serena against white plastering. He understood that Renaissance
architecture meant; simplicity with shapes but with an impressive detailing.
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Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472)
Leon Battista Alberti is another great Renaissance architect, but in his mind he was also
a Universalist, intellect, a man of genius and consort of those in position of power and
humanity. He was an accomplished scholar from an exiled Florentine family. He got his
education at the universities in Bologna and Padua. He was there taught subjects like
mathematics, mosaic, Greek, Latin, philosophy and Roman law.
After completing these studies he entered the Papal Chancery in Rome as secretary to the
chancellor; Alberti’s interest in architecture was probably first arouse when he got his
hands on the very well known manuscript; De Architectura libri decen, by Vitruvius of
the Ten Books of Architecture.
Vitruvius manuscript was very much appreciated and respected by Renaissance
architects that respected that Alberti started to write his own treatise in antique texts.
He started to organize his texts into ten books or chapters, with the title De re
Ardificatoria, or On Building from 1440 until his death. The text was published
posthumously in Florence in 1485.
Alberti in his text on building describes many different features, proportions,
and explanations of the orders of antiquity and also established a theory of harmonious
proportions to be observed in buildings. He believed that buildings should be placed and
built in certain places and in certain ways like for example a church. Church plans could
be centralized using a circle, hexagon, octagon, decagon, or based on a square, such as a
square and a half, square and a third, or double square 23.
Whatever the plan selected the 3 dimensional realizations was to be derived from it.
Churches need to be centrally located, isolated from other structures so that they could
be seen from all sided, and raised above ground level on a plinth or base. Alberti was not
only interested and focused on theoretical and esthetics implications of proportional
systems, but also attentive to the practical aspects in architecture and city planning. Leon
Battista Alberti took into consideration the writings about public heath that Vitruvius
wrote about in his texts, but Alberti exceeded his approach further. He also mentioned
other factors such as the purity of the water supply and the distribution of land use. He
thought that arrangements should respond to both convenience and hygiene. He highly
recommended that facilities like slaughterhouses and dye works should be located
somewhere away from residential districts. More detailed about the hygiene and the
issue of feeling comfortable was also important for closed spaces like interiors. He said
that since kitchens in houses are often noisy they should be far from the quit areas of the
house but still be close to the dining area24. Bedrooms should face east towards the risen
sun, and the parent’s bedrooms should be close to the children’s bedrooms. This today is
very understandable and common, but the importance of functions has followed
generations of architecture till today’s time. Every house now days are built applying
these functions and hygiene factors and this particular organization. Alberti also
explained the quality of basic building materials in a manner not too different from the
style used in modern time. He thought that sand should be clean and free from
impurities, lime should be well slaked and timber should be straight and not contain
checks or knots.
One of Alberti’s buildings that he designed using these specifications mentioned and the
materials is the façade of Palazzo Rucellai in 1446-51 in Florence. He applied Doric and
23A
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Corinthian orders on the façade to demonstrate the individual floors. This was the first
time classical orders were used on Renaissance domestic buildings. Alberti raised the
orders of the ground floor on a high plinth scored into diamond shapes, imitation of the
Roman opus reticulatum. After Alberti applied classical features and details on the
Palazzo Rucellai façade, other Renaissance architects thought that the further
application of classical details could be difficult. Adapting classical details to the façade
of a church with a basilica cross section was a composition problem for Renaissance
architects, but apparently not for Alberti.

Fig 58 The Palazzo Rucellai façade in Florence 1446-1451

Fig 59 The Palazzo Rucellai facade

He worked on the S. Maria Novella in Florence in 1456-70, producing the first completed
design for a church façade in the Renaissance. Alberti while working on the church he
was obliged to preserve some Gothic features of the existing church, particularly the
pointed arches of the lower level and the central rose window above. He didn’t stop there
with the construction of only one church but also continued on in Martuna 25. There he
worked for the Gonzaga family, where he gave the church of S. Andrea in 1472-74 an
entrance portico based on a temple front and triumphal arch. The temples portico orders
are from Corinthian pilasters stands on pedestals, which reappear on the interior
supporting the great barrel vaults of the nave. A shorter Corinthian order supports the
arch of the central portal and an entablature that disappears beneath the temple front
pilasters. The church plan is from the ancient Roman time, the basilica of Constantino
with the transverse barrel vaults of the chapels and the bearing walls. Alberti Leon
Battista was indeed one of Renaissance first and greatest architects for what he truly
achieved. He managed to practice what he wrote, believed in and knew. He created
25
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buildings, but he also pictured them for what they would be when construction was done.
His analysis in materials and the building itself face him a perspective on the 3
dimensional views of buildings even so early in time. Unfortunately he died too early to
complete his mission in the architectural world but he gave the renaissance architecture
reason and will to spread all over Europe and not only in Florence.
Fig 60 Façade view of the S. Maria Novella church in Florence 1456-70

Fig 61 Floor plan of the S. Maria Novella church in

Donato Bramante (1444-1514)
Donato Bramante was a close friend of Leonardo da Vinci, another great personality in
art, architecture and intellectual writing. He was born near Urbino in 1444 and died in
1514. His earliest architecture work was the rebuilding of the S.Maria presso S.Satiro
church. Bramante remodeled the original Early Christian church of S.Satiro from a plan of
Greek cross in a square inside a circle 26. The plan was inspired from S.Peters in Rome
with its richly ornamented sacristy that Bramante added to S.Satiro. Bramante’s design
for the interior included a barrel vaulted nave and transepts that intersects a central
crossing with a coffered dome on pendetives concluded by an oculus. The wall behind
the altar is almost flush with the east wall of the transept, so Bramante created a lower
relief that when viewed on axis it has that convincing appearance of a barrel vaulted
choir. He stimulated the space he wished to build in actuality while using the illusionist
potential of linear perspective.
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Fig 62 The façade view of the S.Maria presso S. Satiro church, Milan

Fig 63 Plan of the S.Maria presso S.Satiro

In 1499 Bramante moved to Rome where he had the chance to build one of the first
successes of high Renaissance architecture; the Tempietto of San Pietro in Montorio
1504. It’s a small martyrium dedicated to St. Peter; whose clients were king Ferdinand
of Aragon and Queen Isabelle of Spain27. Bramante's original site plan of the Tempietto
was never realized in that form because of its difficulty in understanding his vision. The
Tempietto is an attempt in recon citing Christian and humanist ideals, for its small
centrally planned form echoes early Christina martyrium, which has been erected not to
serve as parish church but to make peace with holy purposes. The Tempietto is basically
a monument of exceptional artistic gravity and with no practical function what so ever
yet it changed a profound Christina significance. The temple is composed with antique
Roman Doric columns while the metopes in the triglyph frieze are carved with the keys
of St. Peter’s. It’s a circular building that stands in the center of a circular colonnaded
court, its forum was regards as representing the world and divine reality, a concept dear
to medieval and Renaissance thinkers. St. Peters church in Rome was the greatest church
in Christendom, since Hagia Sophia has now become a mosque. It was very important to
reconstruct the church in plain trust and confidence. This assignment was given to
Bramante in 1506, which was a very direful challenge, because the church in the
beginning used to be a tomb for Pope Julius II. This is when the pope hired Bramante to
help him explore his options in the church on how to rebuilt it and make it greater. The
first thought was to plan the church in central order, where the tomb will be positioned on
the western end of the existing church. Eventually they decided to replace the existing
church entirely. Julius II agreed on that rebuilding the church entirely would be the best
decision since the tomb had to be as suitable as possible since it was his own tomb.
Bramante created an appropriate bold Greek cross design in 1505 with each arm
terminated in an apse and with a gigantic Pantheon dome on a colonnaded drum over the
crossing.
Fig 64 View of the Tempietto in Montorio 1504
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Fig 65 Plan of the Tempietto in Montorio 1504

There were also minor elements on the corners of the cross and tall campanili flanking
the façade. The plan of St. Peter's is quite complicated when it comes to the
transformation for the four corner chapels into a subsiding Greek crosses thus creating a
square ambulatory round the central domed space. The present dome of St. Peters still
rests on Bramante’s design on the piers and crossing arches although the rejection of his
design for the rest of the church.

Fig 66 The St. Peter’s church in Rome 1505
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Andrea Palladio (1508-1580)
Andrea Palladio the Renaissance architect that still today is considered to be the
one architects whom work has been so widely imitated in so many countries all of
these years. The reason for this is that he knew exactly how to build something that
would but for a long time, he made his building functional and practical not only
aesthetical. Palladio was born in 1508 with his full name Andrea di Pietro della-Gondola.
At the age of 30 Palladio’s talent for architecture was notices by the
humanist count Giangiorgio Trissino on a building site where Palladio was an
employee. This is where Palladio got his name; the count names him after one of the
characters in his poem Italy Freed from the Goth, he provided Palladio with humanist
education together with many study trips to Rome which have him knowledge in
architecture in measuring particularly. Palladio measured the buildings in ancient Rome,
where he collected accurate information on classical proportions which he later used in
designing his own buildings. Eventually he published his ideals in a lucid illuminant treatise
Quattro Libri del Architettura or in English The Four Books of Architecture in Venice in
1570 28.this book provides illustrations of the most important buildings of Roma
antiquity and of a range of Palladio’s own works in plan, section, elevation with
measurements and descriptive text. He could measure and illustrate actual Roman
temples, theaters, bridges, triumphal, arches and baths. Palladio had to speculate about
the design of Roman houses, so he included ideal versions of his own buildings. He was
also very interested in all architectural designs, with the practical convenience as an
essential component of good design; firmness, commodity, delight which to him where
the basic tenets of all architecture. Palladio’s first public commission was for the
reforming of the medieval basilica or town hall in Vicenza in 1549 29.

Maser in 1560

Fig 68 View of the Villa Barbaro at
Fig 69 Plan of the Villa Barbaro in 1560
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He was suppose to create a new skin or façade for the basilica so he first added a two
story arcade of Doric and ionic columns. The construction of the town hall was based on
Roman brick groin-vaulting technology, but that wasn’t the dominant element of the town
hall design. It was the repeated unit of the three openings that the town hall had.
Palladio’s experience in ancient Roman architecture and designs reflected on his design of
the basilica as well in Vicenza.
Palladio designed many renaissance villas too, which made him even more significant in
the eyes of other renaissance architects. He designed different villas from the Villa
Barbaro at maser in 1560 to Villa Trissino at Meledo in 1567 and not to forget Villa
Americo-Capra or also known as villa Rotonda in 1570. While designing villas Palladio
again gets the opportunity to use his knowledge in ancient Roman architecture hence he
uses the combination of functions of a large area like the Romans always had to deal
with; the theaters, temples, amphitheaters etc.

Fig 70 The Villa Rotonda in 1570 also known as the Villa Merico-Capra

Fig 71 Plan of the Villa Rotonda

Andrea Palladio also designed churches during his architectural career. His most
significant church he designed is the S.Giorgio Maggiore in Venice 1565. The façade of
the church is white, which was later finished by Vicenzo Scarmozzi and completed in
161030. Palladio’s solution to the churches problem in adapting as a classical temple motif
with the form of the Christina churches with its high nave and low side aisles by placing
a wide pediment across the top of the aisle with the architrave.
The interior of the church is very bright with white surfaced walls, which are a
combination of classical and Renaissance design. Renaissance architects probably had
the biggest influence on today’s architecture, they probably knew that what they did at
that time will change architecture forever. They had that special knowledge and will to
study and to explore everything they possible could, and that made them real architects.
Architecture is not only about knowing how to draw, or think they have visions, it’s
about analyzing things as well. It’s about exploring everything possible about that
30
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precise building. It should be explored like the human body, that is so complicated but
that functions so well, and it takes a lot to tear the human body down; that’s how a
building should be and that is what the Renaissance architects achieved. If it weren’t for
their preciseness, and carefulness the buildings wouldn’t even survive to this day.

Fig 72 The S.Giorgio Maggiore church in Venice 1565

Fig 73 Plan of the S.Giorgio Maggiore church
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4.2 Baroque Architecture
Baroque architecture represents the climax of the power of the Catholic churches
and of the Catholic princes who were the primary patrons of art and architecture
around Italy and south Germany. Around the 17th and 18th century especially around
Rome gave rise to a new style; the Baroque. By the end of Renaissance the church
had a great power, but its moral foundations had been deteriorated. The popes
lived grandly and even the cardinal’s office was a luxury room. This was a problem
because the church’s treasury was treated for personal funds and was used for
personal gain. A lot of projects were being processed during this time under the
church’s power like for example projects that lacked in spiritual purposes. To find a
balance between this and to finance both sacred secular projects, the church
instituted questionable fundraising practices like the sale of pardons and
indulgences to save the payer or relative from a stipulated number of days in
purgatory. Baroque architecture is characterized by spatial complexity created by
light from undisclosed sources and should be seen as aiming to involve people
directly with religious ideals. The baroque architecture effects and elements were
accomplished though the dynamic play of concave against convex curves. This
was a preference for axial and central spaces that found particular experience in
the ellipse or oval at once axial and central like in the Greek, roman and gothic
period. Baroque architecture is also characterized with the imaginative illustration
and use of the paintings, sculptures and art to complete the baroque architecture in total.
One of the first architects that really gave the full meaning and expression to the
Baroque style was Gianlorenzo Bernini 1598-1680. He was born in Naples Italy and was
a great sculpture, painter and architects. Bernini’s work during his life as an architect
was very appreciated because of his demanded and expected standards of people
including himself. He was very religious and strict, which was an advantage for him
since baroque architecture was all about focusing on the religious believe and religious
characters. His early work contains levels of
virtuosity and the ability to carve marble since his father was n sculpture as well it ran it
the family. Bernini completed the setting and interior of the largest church of
Christendom in 1626. After the death of pope Sixtus V, the work on the great
church St. Peters did not stop. Many architects, engineers and philosophers worked
and studied the church for a very long time, but it was finally brought in completion in
1626. The dome of the church was finished in 1612 under the direction of Giacomo
della Porta and Domenico Fontana 31. The main façade and the nave addition were added
and completed by Carlo Maderno 32. Bernini was the official architect of St. Peters from
1629 until his death and very much of the present interior of the church is the result of
Bernini’s genius.
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Francesco Borromini (1599-1667)
Francesco Borromini was another master of Roman Baroque architecture during his
period of time. His real last name was Costello and was born in Lake Lugano in
1599, and died in year 1667. He began his career as a stonecutter in his Uncle
Carlo Maderno’s shop, but rose quickly to become a master mason and Bernini’s
collaborator on the church of S. Peters.
Fig 74 The church S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane in Rome in 1634

Fig 75 The plan of the S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane

Borromini claims that his architecture was based on nature, but if that is true then his
idea of nature must have been his knowledge and deep interesting in geometry. This
although is not really certain or clarified what he might have meant by that. Borromini’s
first independent commission was in 1634 on the tiny church and monastery for the
Discalced Trinitarians, S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane in Rome 33. His plan for the
monastery the S. Carlo della Quattro Fontane is based on two equilateral triangles, which
form a lozenge within which are inscribed two circles joined by a so as to create an oval
which obviously was a basic element for organizing and planning plans. This plan is a
combination of a Greek cross and an elongated lozenge and only becomes oval at the
level of the cornice of the dome. The church plan contains 16t columns with which the
little interior is crowded as a note of almost Gothic verticality to this complex and poetic
building. Borromini finished the church during 1638-41 and the undulating façade was
though designed in 1630’s but wasn’t finished until after Borromini’s death in 1667.
The contrast of concave and convex forms determines the composition of the whole
façade so this is a very good example of understanding high Baroque. At S. Ivo della
Sapienza Borromini build a masterpiece of Baroque architecture, which began in 1642.
33
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The building consists of a chapel inserted behind the carved and of an existing two-story
courtyard at the Archiginnasio, a college known also as La Sapienza and is now a part of
the University of Rome. The artist and sculpture Giancomo della Porta had designed the
façade and the interior, which became the visual base for Borromini’s dome when
viewed to the entry of the courtyard. Bernini and Borromini together created one of
Europe’s finest square, an urban design of Piazza Navona. Giovanni Battista Pamphili
who reigned as Pope Innocenti X from 1644-55 wanted to turn this square into the noblest
in Rome. The square has a proportioned space of 54 by 276 meters of which Borromini
took total control of the construction process. He kept the Greek cross plan but he pulled
back the flight steps projecting into the narrow square and provided a new concave
facade above a high drum elongated dome and slender cupola. The work proceeded for a
year on the construction, with a Greek cross plan church which is a high Baroque version
of the centralized plan for St. Peters Borromini took over the construction after Rainandi
in 1653 and completely remodeled the façade s as to create a broad concave front
forming a deliberate center curve to the drum of the dome immediately behind.
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5 Modern Times
5.1 The Nineteenth century architecture
Architecture during the 18th century and the 19th century was more varied than ever
before. Many historian styles from ancient architecture were more expressed like the
ancient Egypt, Greek, Roman, Goth, Islamic, Byzantine and early Christian. Every style
was mainly chosen or proposed for buildings for their association like for example the
Egyptian style was proposed for buildings related to medicine because of the fact that
Egyptian thought a lot of death and the afterlife etc. The nineteenth century Neoclassicism was the area equivalent to modern day Germany which was most closely
identified with the work of Karl Friedrich Schinkel 1781-1841 who shared some of the
formal concern of Boullee and Ledaoux but relied much on the elements of Greek
architecture. A lot of German architecture during Neo-classicism worked on different
significant buildings that share that variety of styles within the buildings. Schinkel’s
most famous structure is Berlin Altes museum or Old Museum in 1823-28. One in
Durand’s Précis with a central Pantheon rotunda and a long entrance colonnade inspires
the plan of the museum, which he chose. It was the first public art museum in Europe
where the façade has a giant ionic colonnade raised on a high base and stretching the full
width of the buildings. Its orthogonal simplicity both creates a sense of urban dignity
and prepares the visitors for the clever rigor of the plan behind. He placed a central
rotunda flanked by open courts that are surrounded by flexible gallery spaces. The row of
18 Greek Ionic columns appears first site to insulate the building from the outer world.
Fig 76 Floor plans of the Old Museum in Berlin

Fig 77 The Altes Museum in Berlin 1823-28 or also known as the Old Museum
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The German city Munich and was clearly a Baroque city until Leo von Klenze turned
Munich into a modern city. He was the greatest German architect of the 19th century
after Schinkel. The king of Bavaria in 1825-48 Crown Prince Ludwig encouraged
Klenze to submit alternative schemes to the competition in 1814 by the Munich
Academy for a military hospital a German national monumental (Walhalla) and a
museum for antique sculpture Glyptothek. Klezne’s designs were selected in 1816 and so
he built the Glyptothek with its one story and with vaulted galleried from above and
from high side windows.

Fig 78 The Glyptothek Museum in Munich, Germany 1816

Fig 79 Floor plan of the Glyptothek Museum in Munich, Germany 1816

This gave architects and engineers some kind of freedom of responsibly and could rely
on this new technology. Other architectural innovations would enable geometry that
would enable designers to depict in drawing the shapes of complex 3dimentional objects
so that they could completely describe a building graphically34. All of these construction
materials and accessories were improves and developed during the industrial revolution
but none was more important than iron. The Glyptothek was the earliest public sculpture
museum in the world with it’s lot of marble exterior.
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The façade has a contrast with the rich polychromatic decorations of the interior with
their colored scagliola work white and gold stucco carvings by Ludwig Schvanthaler.
France was another great architectural country that for many years always was one step
with modernism. Public architecture education provided one element of cultural
stability, which remained intact on a period of rapid political days. French architecture in
the 19th century was painted by the intellectual and visual ideas of single academic
institution; The Ecole des Beaux-Arts or the School of Fine art. The school had been
established in 1819 as the success to the architect school conducted by the academic
Royale d’Architecture founded by Colbert in 1671. Its teaching programs conceived
essentially preparations for the design in monumental public building culminated in the
competition for the Grand Prix de Rome which was held from 1720-1968 .In the minds
of many a great weakness of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts was its apparent lack of concern
for developing technologies. During the 18th century industrial technology was
advancing in a positive direction where inventors and technicians sought more efficient
means for accomplishing the various tasks that were necessary to the society. Some of
these tasks were like; the spinning of yarn, the weaving and finishing cloth, the using of
metallic ores etc. machine work replaced the handworks of men and woman and engines
powered them earlier. This became much related to architecture because with improved
technology architects were able to see what kind of machines or what type of building
materials would be efficient for structural design. Structural calculations were first
applied to a new design in the building of Pantheon and by the middle of the 19th century
it was possible to predict the behavior of most structural masses under loading
conditions. The use of iron was nothing new but the use of iron in building was very
limited. Abraham Darby in England was the one that started producing iron in 1696.
Builders soon found application for the two types of iron; the cast iron and the wrought
iron. Later on even bridge designers exploited the structural proportions of cast and
wrought iron rather than building designers. Engineer’s cast iron was favored for
columns while the super tensile qualities of wrought iron made it recommended material
for beams. In the 19th century iron began to be used instead of wood in the fabrications
of truss bridges built for roads and railroad that crossed rivers or valleys. The 19th
century iron makers expressed themselves with new methods for manufacturing steel in
search to expand the market for iron and to improve the quality. Steel was first used for
railroads ties and in engineer works. Iron and steel were not admired for their
architectural qualities in the 19th century. Even in the 19th century architects and their
clients were comfortable building objects with old traditional buildings materials like
wood and stone. Decimus Burton and Richard Turner first used lightweight iron framing
systems in the Palm House at Kew Gardens in London in 1845. Joseph Paxton in 1801665 was a landscape gardener by training who had a great experience at building with
glass and iron for greenhouses. He truly revolutionized architecture with the unsolicited
design he submitted for a building in Hyde Park in London. This buildings purpose was
to house the first modern world’s fair in 1851. Paxton’s design proposed a 564 meter
long structure of glass and iron out of an estimated price of ca. 190,400 Euros with a
guarantee that he can complete the building in time just got the fair. The building
required 800 tons of cast iron and 700 tons of wrought iron, 38 km of rainwater
guttering, 83 612.736 m2 of glass 16 990.108 m3 of wood. The material arrived at the
site and was all finished in time for the world’s fair in London. Once the exhibition
opened the building was visited about one quarter of the population of England and was
conventionally acclaimed for its vast airy interior space. After the exhibition ended, the
building was dismantled and erected in Sydenham where it remained until it was
destroyed by fire in 1936.
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Fig 80 The Palm House at Kew gardens in London, 1845

Fig 81 View of the Palm House at Kew gardens in London, 1845

The most famous French building is the Eiffel Tower, because of its significance as a
French icon for the country itself. The French designer Gustave Eiffel used iron in the
19th century, which was something extraordinary since a building of that size could be
very dangerous and unreliable. He truly had courage and confidence that he could achieve
building something so grand in iron. He gained fame for his bridge design such as the
Garabit Viaduct over the river Trugere and then used his iron experience to build the
world’s tallest tower. It’s a 307 meter tall tower which was erected for the Paris
International Exposition in 1889. Very soon iron became the preferred material for
metal framing.
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5.2 Art Nouveau
In the 19th century in Europe began a new era of an architectural style that was
influenced by all sources of architectural styles. This new and lightly decorative
style was called Art Nouveau in France, Belgium, Britain, and in Germany, Austria
and in Scandinavia as Jugendstil and in Italy as Floreale. Here architecture was
heading towards a totally different style and direction with its new materials like
iron and glass which was something delicate and unfamiliar to architects before the 18th
century. Architects were very limited scale from constructing larger scale
buildings using iron and glass in large amounts. The new style reflected on different
shapes, curves, ornaments and colors in the building so it was meant to be very
decorative. Architects now where able to literally play with all the structural
necessities of a building while creating something organically and curved. One of
the earliest architects that experimented with curved glass facades and windows
was the Belgian architect Victor Horta 1861-1947. He designed the Tassel House
for professor Tassel, where he had the chance to express the new dynamic
creative but decorative style.

Fig 82 The Tassel House in Brussels 1892-93

Fig 83 Interior view of the Tassel House in Brussels

The house was swirling tendril designs incorporated with a gentle façade. He set up an
exotic flowering of extraordinary house, which managed to combine baroque and
classical elements with free flowery plants, tapestries of richly colored glass and similar
ironwork. He also incorporated structural with a twist of decoration on other building
elements like the staircase, balustrades and balcony railings. The curved façade contains
of glass and stone but also a bit of iron with a broad bow of
windows. The most intrigued part of elements of the house of the staircase. The house’s
exposed ironwork which resemblance the plants and water resemblances its floral
ornaments from iron in pure painted decoration. In France the greatest Art Nouveau
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architect was Hector Guimard 1867-1942. He was trained at Ecole des Art Decoratifs
and then continued at Ecole des Beaux-Art where he left without a diploma35. His most
famous work is the Metropol metro underground railway in Paris. His strange but very
decorative iron Metro station was from protective glass canopied like dragonfly wings
and their green painted stalk like antenna. All the little figures or projects as some might
call it are definitely integrated in the plant like forms. There are also some lights
standards which are terminated by bud shaped electric bulbs which patterns derive from
vegetable leaved are used as infilling the railways.

Fig 84 Art Nouveau Metro in Paris 1899-1904

Fig 85 Entrance view of the Art Nouveau Metro in

In Spain Art Nouveau took the same deliberate direction towards architecture but
here it reached its most idiosyncratic expressions. Antonio Gaudi was a Catalan
architect that thought very careful about every move he made in his work. He
wished to create an aura of silence around his building but at the same time he
wanted to keep the secretive. He was very inspired by species and morphology
where he shows and expresses the new era of architecture thought these species 36. Due
to this Gaudi had a great interest in medieval architecture, which gave him the
opportunity to take charge in the construction of the Sagrada Familia or The
Expiatory Temple of the Holy Family in Barcelona. The construction work began in
1882 by Joseph Francisco de Paula Del Villar in 1883, and is still incomplete today 37.The
Sagrada Familia retains the high proportions Gaundi devised all kinds of ornamental
schemes of bizarre and even nightmarish characters on the facade and everywhere
around the building.
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Fig 86 View of the entrance of Sagrada Familia in Barcelona Fig 87 of the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona ca. 1882

From a distance it looks like a lovely but dark building with its four great spires towering
above but in close up it looks do detailed that it gives you the impression of something
Gothic and evil looking. It has indeed some Gothic details like the structure itself but the
sculptural presence and the heavy towering enriched with crafty detailed proves that it’s
not really gothic.
One of the greatest and loveliest looking facades of Art Nouveau is Gaudi’s Casa Battlo
in Barcelona 1904. The Barcelona population was astonished by Gaudi’s work on the
house where he shows the new era of modernism and that’s why it’s named the house of
bones. Its façade is crowned by a hump-backed roof, which with its lozenge shaped tiles
and its created profile resemblances a dragon. The façade contains of iridescent pieces
of broken ceramic pale in blue and colored glass. The lower part of the main façade’s
sandstone was sculptured into sinuous forms. The chimney of the house is an example
of the perfect fusion between design n and functionality. The chimney and the roof are
very sculptures with its colorful coverings with show that Gaudi knew how to combine
colors with the function.
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Fig 88 View of the roof and chimney detail of the casa Batllo

Fig 89 Balcony detail of Casa Batllo in Bacelona

Fig 90
Casa
Batllo in Bacelona 1904

Fig 91 Casa Batllo in Barcelona 1904

In Austria the Art Nouveau architects were members of the Viennese Secession,
which was as association primly of artist formed in 1898. Otto Wagner was one of
the oldest members, was a professor of architecture in the Vienna Academy of
Fine Arts in 1894. He put his beliefs into practice in his iron and glass underground
railway stations for the Vienna Stadtbahn 1894-1901. Wagner’s designed do
employee the characteristics stylized ornaments in cast and wrought iron. In his
imperial and enormous Royal Post Office Savings Bank in 1903 Otto build a four
upper story building with white marble plaques sheltering the building.
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Fig 92 Post Office Savings Bank in Vienna 1903

Fig 93 Interior view of the Post Office Savings Bank in Vienna

The building resemblances a gargantuan metal box, an effect due in no small measure to
the thin polished sheets of white marble that are anchored t its faced with aluminum rivets.
The entrance doors, balustrade and parapet rail are also in aluminum, as are the metal
furnishing of the banking hall itself. The main façade conceals as ingenious banking at
the heart of the trapezoid shaped block. This features a glass floor bringing daylight into
the basement and an extensively glazed roof. The entrance front is crowned by two
stylized angles in aluminum. Wagner placed a great staircase in the block which leads up
to the wide vestibule ten to the central banking room which he surrounded with offices.
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5.3 20th and Modern architecture
The development and the understanding of modern architecture have man y times
been misunderstood and misinterpreted. Many believe that modern architecture is
supposed to be pure or simple or even light of some kind. That is not the case at all or
true. The architects of the 20th century wanted and intended for their buildings to be
didactic. They wanted to manipulative with textures, materials, light, and shapes. It was
nothing like the other centuries of architecture and never indented to be either. Modern
architecture was a product of the mid 20th century and from the 19th century had been
contradicted and misunderstood on so many levels. Modern architecture was conceived
during a time of enormous upheaval in Western culture like the World War and the
Revolution in Russia together with the development in art and science, which
transformed our fundamental views about both time and space.
Ever since the seventies architecture styles have become more fracture and you
could actually break it down in terms of architecture. This means that modern
architecture could also be referred as contemporary architects, postmodernism,
neo-modernism, de-constructivism, expressionist and so on. Modernism was a
moral force and a philosophical investigation as much as it was revolutionized in
aesthetic buildings. It is true that modern architecture is more expensive and it is
harder to understand, but that only because people are used to the traditional
shapes and forms including the materials. People in the 20th century were not
comfortable living or spending time in an “award” or ‘untraditional’’ building or object,
so they weren’t really open-minded to the new style that was coming to Europe through
architecture. Modern architecture should first be functional then the form comes, but this
wasn’t exactly what the architects of the 20th century thought. No matter what shape of
form modern architecture brought, there are two things that are crystal clear now; the
first one is that modernism was not simply a style but more of an attitude38. Its
determination was to break with the pas and free the architect from the shifting rules of
convention and etiquette, although it somehow became linked to a certain genre of
building. The second one is that the very same time architects were celebrating the
modern buildings machine like qualities so the begun to lose out to armies of engineers
and contractors for if form must play second fiddle to function who needs an architects
39
. Many different contradictable theories towards modernism were present but like the
great modern architect Mies van der Rohe said; less is more. Modern architecture, which
can also be referred to the international style, was associated with some great architects
and some powerful countries and companies. Some of the true key Modern architects
are mainly accepted to be Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and Adolf Loos.
Contemporary architects suggest that it is an anti vernacular, but comfortable style with
new materials, and non-local materials and forms using architectural language that is not
generally steeped in past typographies or traditions. There are a number of architects
who still tires to be visionary, risky and use new materials in an innovative way.
Contemporary architects attempt to push at the boundaries of materials and technology
especially in geometry. Modern architecture refers only to the architecture of modern
movement where form follows function and house sis a machine for living in, but
38 20th architecture-The structure that shaped the twentieth century Jonathan Glancy. London: Carlton Books
Limited, 2003. page.124
39 20th architecture-The structure that shaped the twentieth century Jonathan Glancy. London: Carlton Books
Limited, 2003. page.124
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modernism is such a significant movement and a change in thing at the time and
influenced all architects since when that is not simply an architectural style like arts and
crafts or High Tec was. Today there are not many architects who would describe
themselves as modern architects but it would be interesting to know who would call
themselves modern architects and if they indeed have the right to be called that.
Adolf Loos (1870-1933) was one the first architect to be recognized as a modern
architect who did not only build modern buildings but also change the concept of
them. After Loos finally completed his architectural education, he traveled and
worked in USA, between the years 1893-96 where he had the possibility to see the
building of the Chicago School and encountered the writings of Louis Sullivan, such
as his essay ‘Ornament in Architecture in 1892. Louis Sullivan was an American
architect, which was an influence to many modern buildings today and was also a
critic to the Chicago School. When Adolf Loos got the chance to visit this school, he
saw the writings that Louis Sullivan had written “I shall say that it would be greatly
four our esthetic good if we should refrain entirely from the use of ornaments for a
period of years, in order that our thought might concentrate acutely upon the
production of building well formed and comely in the nude- quoted by Louis Sullivan40.
Adolf Loos took this statement of Sullivan very close to the heart so when he
returned to Europe, more precisely to Vienna, he also began to speak against the
inclusion of ornaments on buildings. Since he was associated with the Viennese
Secession, this was not an option and not a good position to be in so he got
estranged from the Viennese Secession. This happened because the Viennese
Secession was all about highly refining sense of ornaments together with Art
Nouveau. Loos theoretical writings were very influential and his most famous writing
was published in 1908 under the title; “Ornaments and Crime” 41. Loos took Louis
Sullivan’s suggestion to abandon ornaments in architecture, which would take
architecture one-step further, proposing that the tendency to decorate surfaces
was a sign of primitive culture or infancy. Loos architectural designs are largely
absent of ornaments, befitting his theories. If Adolf Loos and Louis Sullivan were
right about the theory of theirs when they said that ornaments were a sign of
primitive culture, then what isn’t? Does this mean that we should stop building wood
objects, or wood houses? Wood has been around since architecture was born, as early as
the Mesopotamian period and even before. Does that mean wood will be considered as a
primitive material a couple of years from now? Apparently many agreed with their
theory on the ornaments, but maybe their intention was only to not apply ornaments for a
couple of years. What if people start to forget how beautiful and creative ornaments can
be? It’s possible that 10-20 years from now nobody will ever consider going back to
ornaments. What would the architects that applied ornaments on their buildings think of
their theory? Would they think that they are right, and that we should take a step further
into the era of architecture, or would they think of him as primitive architects? That we
can never know, but the point is that every architect has his own ideas, visions, opinions
and that does not mean that everyone should listen and follow them. It truly is a scary
thought; never seeing ornaments and decorations on buildings. He designed many houses
like the Steiner House in 1910 in Vienna, which is an unadorned white cubical mass with
40
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plain modest windows opening and street front façade. Its plan is straightforward and
largely symmetrical. The section of the house shows layered floor slabs of equal height
and its interior offers a slightly richer set of experienced with considerable use of wood
for wainscots, doors and window carryings and ceiling grids. It was often used to
illustrate strapped bare modern design in books promoting a revolutionary approach to
architecture in wake of world war.
Adolf Loos was the son of a stonemason so the intent to build a reinforced concrete
house was full of confidence. Loos Steiner house was one of the first concrete houses
that gave a small hint of what kind of buildings would be building up from that period of
time during the modern period in architecture.

Fig 94 The Steiner House 1910 in Vienna
Fig 95 Plan of the Steiner House in Vienna 1910

Le Corbusier (1887-1965) whose full name is Charles Eduard Jeanneret-Gris was and is
known to be one of the world’s greatest modern time architects. He’s known for his
architectural mastery of form and light. He was born in La Chaux-de Fonds, where he
received his formal instruction in the local arts and crafts school, which trained its
students to do fancy engravings for watches. Le Corbusier tried hard to give a new
shape to what he saw a new age. He got his architectural education when he gained his
working experience in the office of Aguste Perret and Peter Behrens. This basically an
education sandwich between sketching travels thorough the Mediterranean, including the
Greek islands. Here he got the chance to understand materials, shapes and from Perret he
gained an extra understanding of reinforced concrete and from Behrens he leaned about
designing for industry. He built 75 edifices in 12 countries, and took 42 major city
planning wasn’t everything he did; Le Corbusier also painted a lot, sculptures and
continuously sketched his drawing which he left behind. He left behind 8000 drawings,
more than 400 paintings and pictures, 44 sculptures and 27 tapestry cartoons42. He was a
profound and original thinker, a brilliant polemicist and equally inspired self-publicist.
He wrote 34 books, totaling some 7000 pages and hundreds of articles. In the 1920’s
there was the opening of the Exposition Internationale des Art Decoratifs et Industriels
Modernes, held in Paris in 1925, as the first international exhibition of decorative arts
since the Great war. The pavilion for the exhibition was designed by Le Corbusier named
42
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it; the Pavilion de L’Esprit Nouveau. This pavilion was indented to represent a typical
flat from an apartment block of the future. He did not design the pavilion by his self, but
with the help of his partner and cousin, Pierre Jeanneret. It was built in just few weeks and
inaugurated on July 1935. Corbusier has prepared the idea a couple of year’s earlier,
working in collaboration with Amedee Ozenfant. It’s seemed to showcase a conserved
version of all various parts of the Corbusier program, while promoting the eponymous
review founded by Jeanneret, Ozenfant and Dermee five years previously.
Together they launched and edited their own magazine ‘Esprit Nouveau (1920-25) which
Corbusier wrote the essays that made up his famous polemic Vers une Architectura of
1923.the pavilion included an L-shaped house and adjoining garden was around an
existing tree. It used a metal structure and filler panels of compressed straw, on top of
which cement was applied with a pneumatic gun. Contrary to the styles celebrated at the
exhibition, the dwelling was furnished with leather armchairs made by the Maple
Company, and bentwood Thonet chairs, the simple design of which was extolled as a
virtue in L’Esprit Nouveau the walls were painting of Le Corbusier, Fernand Leger and
Amadee Ozenfant

Fig 96 The Pavilion de L’Esprit Nouveau 1935

Le Corbusier designed another social class building; the Unite d’Habitation France in
1946-52. It’s a 337 flat building with 176 stores above the streets of Marseilles,
which are interlocked around central streets within the building and raised, on
massive concrete supports above a beautifully maintained park. The flats or apartments
boast double height living rooms and each because of the concrete construction is quiet
and well insulated. On the fourth floor there are a hotel (Hotel Le Corbusier) and a
variety of shops including a poodle parlor. The roof with its surrealistic landscape of
vents and vents and towers, swimming pool and spaces for children to play has become
an icon of modern design at its most sculptural and challenging purposes.
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Fig 97 The Unite d’Habitation 1946-52, France

Fig 98 View of the top floor of the Unite d’Habitation in France

The most famous work of Le Corbusier is without any doubts Villa Savoye, in Rue de
Villiers in France 1928-31.The parking of the cars could be access beneath the villa,
which was very practical. He ended his cycle of purist houses when he designed the villa
for the underwriter Pierre Savoye. Le Corbusier had a very generous budged which he
didn’t mind using to every last penny, as it seemed. The villa Savoye marks the climax
of sequences of perfect modern white freestanding villas. It’s a delicate and ethereal villa
that he deeply designed with very carefulness. Columns or pilotis above a large expanse
of lawn supports the volume of the villa.
From the ground floor level the entrance hall gave the possibility for the owners or
visitors to climb the sculptural staircase or ascending the ramp, which links all three
levels to the second floor. The large living room is separated by a great sliding door
from the exterior patio and the ramps that continue to the upper level terrace. Within the
prism of the square plan the villa is arranged in the form of the letter L, which separated
all the areas from another. The public areas are separated from the bedrooms, which are
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a basic function when it comes to house design. The accesses to the bedrooms are
possible through the corridors that isolate the main bathroom. Corbusier chose simple
elements for the interior that reflected his enthusiasm for industrial products and his
admiration for the function aspects of ocean liners. The entrance hall alone has unglazed
ceramic tile flooring; simple pipe rails painted black, a pedestal washbasin freestanding in
the hallway; and industrial light fixtures reflected light. He added skylights painted
intense blue, which provides softly colored light reflection of the white surface on the
second floor. The villa Savoye was not often occupied by its owners, but remained a
manifesto, which in 1965 would be the first of Le Corbusier building’s to become listed
historic edifice in France during his lifetime. Le Corbusier died before restoration work
on the villa, which he had been working on the plans from 1960 onward, and would have
changed it constantly43.

Fig 99 Villa Savoye in Rue de Villiers in France 1928-31
Villiers

Fig 101 The Barcelona Pavilion in Barcelona, 1929

43

Fig 100 View of the ramp in Villa Savoye in Rue de

Fig 102 The interior of the Barcelona Pavilion in Barcelona
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Fig 103 The floor plan of the Barcelona Pavilion

Fig 104 The Mies chair and stool in the Barcelona Pavilion

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969), the famous modern architect Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe was born in Aachen, Germany in 1886 and was the son of a stonemason
from where he also received practical experience in construction. He moved to Berlin in
1905, after three years in the Cathedral School. In Berlin he soon became a apprentice in
the field of furniture design. Later in 1908 Mies van der Rohe worked in the office of
Peter Behrens, for four years 44. Mies van der Rohe was known for his understanding of
the collaboration and linking between quality design, materials and craftsmanship.
Although he had no formal architectural training he showed the world what and how
beautiful buildings constructions in Europe and USA should look. The difference
between Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe method of style and building was that Le
Corbusier developed a more sensational sculptural style though generally expressed in
the visually medium of concrete, while Mies van der Rohe continues with his relaxed
minimalism in steel and glass. One of the most influential and celebrated architectural
designs of the 20th century is the Barcelona Pavilion in Barcelona designed by Mies in
1929. The architect here had the possibility to show his ability in design without being a
bit modest. The pavilion is at the same time simple, but still elegant and sophisticated. It
comprises a concrete slab (the roof) supported by slim, cross-shaped and chrome plated
steel columns. Mies had slid flat planes of glass and polished travertine the panels both
enclose and exposure the space between the roofs. A fine exterior courtyard, dominated
by the large pool linked with blinded black glass, occupied most of the Pavilion’s
ground floor. The Barcelona pavilion was the occasion for a classic piece of furniture,
namely the Barcelona chair, designed by Mies together with the tables. The chairs and
stools were chrome plated with white upholstery. The Tudendhat House is a house built
based on the concept of the Barcelona Pavilion in Brno, Czech Republic in 1930 designed
by Mies van der Rohe. Its building on a sloping site overlooking the city of Brno, adapted
to the spatial conception of the Barcelona Pavilion to a domestic program. The free plan
was reserved solely for the horizontal living volume, which modulated once again by
chromium cross shaped columns. Because of the sloping site that he house is built on, its
two storied set firmly within a series of terraces cut into the slope. The color in the
44
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interior is subdued, confided to the natural hues, the finish materials and a wile linoleum
floor. After the world war Mies began studying the skyscraper, where he also designed
two very innovative steel framed towers encased in glass. One of them was the
Friedrichstrasse skyscraper designed in 1921 of a competition, but was never built. In
1930 Mies van der Rohe went to New York where he met the American architect Philip
Johnson, who included several of his projects in MOMA’s first architecture exhibition
held in 1031, thanks to which Mies work finally began to be known even in USA. Later
in the 50’s Mies continues in developing his designs and ideas while expanding the
concept of open and flexible space on a much larger scale. He completed the glass
skyscraper in Chicago; the twin towers in 1951 followed by another high rise building in
New York, Detroit and Toronto, but in New York with his masterpiece skyscraper design
the Seagram building his achieved his culmination in skyscraper designing in 1954. The
Seagram building is a 38-storey building of the Canadian headquarters distillers, which is
clad in bronze and cost a mint. It was and remains one of the greatest developments in
modern movement, a purist building standing on its own exclusive plaza, set back from
Park Avenue into the Manhattan skyline.

Fig 106 The Seagram building 1954, New York City

Fig 105 The Seagram building 1954, New York City

The modern architect in the mid and late 20th century, even after Le Corbusier and
Mies van der Rohe somehow took other design approaches. The deployments in
architecture from 1945-1980’s have involved reactions and signs of some kind of
international style, which the later modern architects switched, design paths. There were
architects like Alvaro Alto and Saarinen who did more than almost any other modern
architect when it came to connecting architecture to nature. When we go back to Antonio
Gaudi and his ornaments and shapes, we thought and think of nature. The organisms and
species that he got his inspiration from reflected very clearly on his buildings. This is
exactly what the modern architect of the mid late 20th century was trying to do. They
tried to find the connection between two important architectural styles; the Classical and
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the Gothic while linking them with nature. Alvaro Alto (1989-1926) is one of the
modern architects who found a way to connect architectural design with nature was
Alvaro Alto. He was a native of Finland who also spends most of his architectural career
there.

Fig 107 The Town Hall for Saynatsalo in 1952, Finland

Fig 108 The Town Hall for Saynatsalo

It’s possible that the reason for his dearly attachment to nature could be because of the
circumstances he was surrounded by. Since he was living in the unspoiled country of
lakes, woods and the wild life he saw the need to create an imaginary architectural
forest. He saw the nature as the balm of the machine-like quality of modern architecture
and urbanism. The Town Hall for Saynatsalo built in 1952, was a much loved t Town hall
or a civic centre in rural Finland. It’s a huddle of elegant brown red brick, timber and
copper pavilions mounted on a capitol like plinth and connected by stairs plated with
grass and meadow flowers. The building offers an adventurism environment, but at the
same time nudges of intimacy but with great spatial play. The building provides the
entire civic center for this small community, housing the municipal offices, council
chambers, and public library and retail shops.
Altos’ design for the Tuberculosis Sanatorium of Paimio in Finland design in 192933 is one of his other great achievements. His ability to recondite natural form with
machine age design remained almost unchallenged at the end of the century. The
Sanatorium brought Alvaro international acclaim both of its overall planning but also for
his attention to detail. The slim and elegant building rises between the evergreen forest
located on a hilltop which comprises separate accommodation for patients and staff. The
patient’s rooms are awash with day light for as much of the years as possible. It’s built
out of concrete and only painted in white. The interior rooms are painted in soft tones
with dark ceilings to create restful effect. The result of the complete building is that is a
great combination of form and functionality.
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Fig 109 The Tuberculosis Sanatorium of Paimio in Finland, 1929

Fig 110 The Tuberculosis Sanatorium of Paimio

Eero Saarinen (1910-1961) was another modern architect, the son of the Finnish
architect and the first president of the Cranbrook Academy of Art Eliel Saarinen.
Eero was born in Helsinki but migrated to United States with his family in 1923. He
first studied sculpture at the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere in Paris 1929-30
and then later at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut where he also graduated in
1934. Eeros architectural career n first began in USA where he made researches about
housing and city planning with the Flint Institute of Research and
Planning in Flint. He there joined his father’s practice in Bloomfield hills in 1938.
Saarinen took an important approach towards architecture when he designed the General
Motors Technical Center at Warren Michigan in 1945-56.

Fig 111 The General Motors Technical Center at Warren Michigan 1845-56
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Fig 112 The General Motors Technical Center at Warren Michigan 1845-56

It was a Center with a total area of around 1 335 400 m2, which was to include 25
buildings gathered around a lake on a revolution style of business campus. He
worked with his father on the project, while together they created a regimented
parade of handsome Mies van der Rohe-inspired low rise blocks in steel and glass.
Their geometrical perfection was set off by two baroque elements; the domed
lecture theatre covered with a reflective skin of aluminum, and the water tower a
beautiful aluminum eclipse mounted high above the lake on three long legs.
In 1952-62 the Trans World Airline Terminal at Kennedy Airport in New York City,
Saarinen abandoned the General Motors esthetic favor of a fluid, sculptural design.
The terminal shows Saarinen’s skills in sculpturing and the connection to nature and
human beings. It’s sculptured as the symbol of flight-abstract, maybe not as a
landing bird, eagle or anything similar to that, but definitely shows us the human side of
the architectural designing like Alvaro Alto and his adaption to the environment. The
terminal is an object with many expressive curves out of concrete, where he created
thing-shelled vaults with sculptured poured-in-place concrete supporting piers. The
terminals roof as some think, resemblances a great bird alighting or a swooping tail fins
of the Chevrolet automobiles in 1959, where Saarinen might have got his inspiration
while working of General Motors.

Fig 113 The Trans World Airline Terminal at Kennedy Airport in New York City, in 1952-62
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The interior part of the terminal is very attractive, with sits spacious halls and a rare
degree of exhilaration for an airport terminal. The project is built in sculptural concrete
but also braced with an invisible web of reinforces steel. Eero Saarinen dies one year
after the terminal was completed in 1961.

Fig 114 The interior of the Trans World Airline Terminal at Kennedy Airport in New York City
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5.4 Post-Modernism
Post-modernism in some form or another was inevitable. Every single one of us knew
and knows that the direction architects were heading in the lat mid 20th century was not
going to stand still there. Why should it? With all the different developments occurring
in the world wither it’s in the field of art, culture, technology or science everything
changes, upgrades or in worst cases disappears. That’s how architecture is. Since the
ancient Greeks and Romans and even the Egyptians architecture has never been constant
and stood in one place without developing further, even if some things have been lost or
forgotten. The costly and larger scale buildings in the first half-decade of the 21st
century provided overwhelming evidence of the greatly increased wealth of the western
world in this period. There has also been an amazing rise in the population of what are
often known as ‘flagship, signature or icon buildings, by world famous architects.
Throughout Europe government at federal, regional and local levels have realized that
such investments in building produced rewards which make the great expenses
incapable with the requirement of public accounting. A couple of years ago when Le
Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe were creating astonishing buildings, cultural
institutions such as museum or art galleries weren’t a great issue. The architects of the
early 20th century focused most on housings and residential buildings. The post-modern
architects changed that, because now more than ever cultural institutes had become a
major beneficial investment for the city or country worldwide for many reasons like
tourism, further development of the city or only a necessity.
Post-modern architects like Daniel Liebeskind, Frank Gehry, Norman Foster, Renzo
Piano and Richard Rogers are only a few of the greatest Post modern architects.
Due to the new developments in computer design and the ability to visualize
everything before constructing was and is a great advantage, which also increases
reliance on the computer rather than to technical advances. The shapes, curves,
scale, proportions and even colors and materials can be previews before building
through different graphic images and renderings. These images and renderings
appear very attractive to the people, but aren’t always trustworthy and reliable, but it
proves that graphic designs aren’t longer just a technical tool but also a part of the
process of design. In the Post-Modern period the enchantment with using and expressing
technology has been revived, particularly by European architect and has led to designing
of buildings over formal issues.
An early example is the Pompidou Center in Paris, designed by Renzo Piano and Richard
Rogers in 1976.this is a total different approach on architecture, something way further
than moderns. The center is one of the most exciting, willful, eccentric and popular
building of the post modern world. It may appear to some unfinished, or even dangerous
since all the construction is shown, everything from the pipes to the moving escalators
and stairs, without concealing anything. It’s simply a vast art centre designed so that it
has the maximum amount of interpreted floor area; even the escalators are raised in
glass tubes up the side of the building are shown on the outside. The result of the
building is a very busy machine on the outside, where the site also very quickly became
one of the most visited sites in Paris.
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Fig 115 Side façade of The Pompidou Center in Paris 1976

Fig 116 The tunnel of the Pompidou Center in Paris 1976

Fig 117 The tunnel of the Pompidou Center

Another spectacular building which has some of the same meaning and intention like is
the e international headquarters for the Hong Kong Bank. It’s designed by Norman Foster
Associates in 1986. Norma foster is a British architect who amazingly responded well to
the site which he was able to create a high-rise building overlooking the city of Hong
Kong. He created a 47 story building, where the public banking areas are housed in the
3rd though 12th floors, which are grouped around a central atrium, lift by mirrors attached
to a south facing sun coop hung outside the building.
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Fig 118 The Hong Kong Bank in Hong Kong 1986

Fig 119 Interior of the Hong Kong Bank in Hong Kong

Another cultural building is the Jewish Museum designed by Daniel Liebeskind in 1999 in
Berlin. He’s also one of the greatest Post-Modern architects who are known for his usual
plans and his way of playing with shadows and the light. The Jewish museum is one of
the most powerful buildings of the two last centuries because of its message it sends out
to the public. It’s a very unusual building, within its shape and sense because of the
historical background it contains. Liebeskind built the building based on the historical
events of Jewish culture in Berlin. Its plan is a zigzag shaped building, rooted around a
central void that connects the many galleries in this zinc clad building. The void
expresses the absence of the 250.000ews who lived in Berlin. At the beginning of Hitler’s
Third Reich; those who were able to abandon the city they love, those who stayed were
slaughtered. It’s a reflection and a celebration of a people, a way of life and culture that
was literally taken out of the city and murdered.
Fig 120 Top view of The Jewish Museum in Berlin, Germany

Fig 121 The void in the Jewish Museum in Berlin
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Cultural institutions in the Post-Modern period as mentioned before were and still are
very popular among world famous architects. Cultural institutions like art galleries,
museums, schools or even flagship stores can be very fun and interesting to play and
manipulate with design, shape, materials light and textures. The North American architect
Frank Gehry is one of the greatest architects who truly played with shapes, material and
light, without making it look awkward or uncomfortable to be surrounded in. he designed
one of the most talked about buildings in years; the Guggenheim Collection. The first
Guggenheim Museum was built in Bilbao, Spain in 1997. It incorporates Spanish
limestone, but the main effect is provided by the grey half millimeter thick titanium
panels based on a technology in the aerospace industry its Bilbao’s most famous
attraction, which interconnects blocks housing galleries, an auditorium, a restaurant, a
museum store and administrative offices.
Fig 123 Side view of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao

Fig 122 The GuggenheimMuseum in Bilbao, Spain 1997
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Conclusion
My journey through more than over 4000 years of great architectural history has
come to its end, and words can’t express all the things I’ve learned and with the
knowledge that my brain has been fed on. I’ve had the opportunity to make researches;
studies about all the eras of architectural periods and time, which has helped me, realize
why I wanted to study architecture in the first place. It has cleared the blurry thoughts
and opinions that I’ve had before about architecture, art sculpture and architectural
buildings. It has given me another perspective on things in the field of architecture that
made me realize and truly appreciate it even more than I did before. Architecture is one
of the few things where you can express your feelings, ideas, and visions but at the same
time put yourself in that position, where even only for one moment go back in history.
Today’s architecture is not about creating modern buildings, but knowing the roots and
the birth of architecture, which can guide you to creating something pure and masterly.
Understanding the connection between every era of the time, between every element,
material or building method makes it so beautiful, how even after so many generations
pieces of the past follow us without hesitation. Architecture never stopped producing,
developing or exploring its horizons. On the contrary, it
continued in growing with time and place, spreading itself all over the world taking
some piece of originality with itself. The architects of the European building tradition
knew exactly what they wanted to achieve and truly succeeded. The architects
understood that every architectural piece should be a masterpiece, everything should be
well though through, and every detailing should be analyzed to its last millimeter. With
the help of amazing architects, and unforgettable images of the greatest buildings ever
made, I created my thesis while finding out what architecture is really about. It’s about
knowing the first steps of the materials, shapes, lights and then putting the last piece of
puzzle into the right places. All my questions about the architects, methods of
construction, their collaborations and even their architectural education have gotten a
clearer appearance and understanding. There is more to architecture that what the eye
meets, and continuous theories, questions and construction methods will occur during
the years, but what is known to us all is that we can’t change the history, so we can’t
change architecture on how it used to be, but we will most definitely learn from it and
continue on in rowing architecturally. There will always be gaps of understanding
wither in the field of architecture or anywhere else; questions and facts about the
documentation of buildings and objects, which lacked answers not only for me but for
many who still look for the correct answer.
There were and are questions that still today are not known to us, during my
research I could not answer either but I definitely studied throughout all the theories and
came to my own conclusions.
Architecture is not only a lifestyle, art and a phenomenon, it is also an attitude. An
attitude towards life, culture, people, city planning, everything that makes one build
something, anything.
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